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u RADETZKY: MILANO 1848

WHEN HISTORY IS MIXED WITH GAMING

RADETZKY: MILANO 1848
THE FIVE DAYS OF MILANO: UPRISING IN COOPERATIVE MODE
Radetzky: Milano 1848 is based on the historical uprising of the City of Milano against
the Austrians during the insurrectional period of 1848 that saw the whole Italian Peninsula (at that time divided in many different “states”) in turmoil. Being an Italian and
writing this review for an Austrian magazine
I had some initial hesitations, but finally I decided to go on as … history is history.
The background of this game is Milano: at
that time the city was the Capital of the Austrian ruled kingdom “Lombardo-Veneto”
but in the last years the “friction” between
the Italians and the occupants was rising.
Things went bad when, during a demonstration in the streets, a big crowd started
to provoke the Austrian soldiers, who responded with a charge and one citizen
died. Milanese people decided to “protest”
in a singular way: they stopped smoking in
order to stop paying the related taxes for
Austria. Of course, the Austrians responded
walking with cigarettes and cigars always
lighted and obliging people in the streets to
… smoke with them.
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This seems funny, today, but at that time was
a serious problem. It was in effect a period of
underground revolutions in all of Italy and
in Austria too, so when arrived news from
Vienna that Ferdinand had signed a Constitution a big pacific demonstration was
organized in Milano on March 18th, 1848.
As it often happens, this demonstration
started to become violent and the Austrians
soldiers were obliged to seek refuge with
their General (Radetzky, then 82 years old)
on the “Sforzesco” Castle (the family Sforza
ruled Milano for centuries), in the middle of
the town.
And Radetzky: Milano 1848 starts exactly
at this point: please note that this is not an
historical simulation but a very interesting COOPERATIVE game (but it can also be
played solo) with two level rules: “basic” for a
quick game and “advanced” for a more complex situation.
The box of Radetzky: Milano 1848 contains a beautiful drawing of the city of Milano (based on a map of that time) divided

in 16 quarters (and the castle), one smaller
board for the advanced game, two decks of
playing cards, 50 black wooden cubes (the
Austrian soldiers), 5 coloured pawns (the
Italian patriots) and some “special” tiles. All
the components are strong and attractive,
but we suggest protecting the cards with
transparent sleeves as they will be used a
lot.
Pietro Cremona
A very interesting cooperative game with a different
system: players must really cooperate but also act
often independently in order to achieve the hoped
result.
The writer is not a fan of the cooperative
games, mostly because if one of the players want to be the “dominus” the others
cannot fully enjoy their gaming experience,
but I have to admit that I was immediately
hooked, may be, initially, because of its historical background, but after a couple of
test by the mechanics used to develop it.
With our friends we had hard days, at the
beginning, as we were unable to win whatever we tried: the Austrians (managed by
the system) always succeeded in take the
city under their control. Game after game
we tried different approaches until we finally succeeded in winning (for one point
only).

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45
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My lines for WIN
Dagmar de Cassan, Editor -in-Chief

To tell the truth we made a couple of games
with the basic rules and then we soon
passed to the advanced ones for all the following tests: this review is therefore based
mainly on the advanced system (with information on the differences with the standard one). Also note that even if the terms
“area” and “quarter” are used in the review
they refer to the same section of the map.
See picture 2.
First we have to set-up the Austrians inside
the City of Milano, which is divided in quarters numbered from “1” (top right of the
board) to “16” (in the town centre): the castle “Sforzesco” is printed on top of the board
and its use will be specified later.
The first card od the “Area” deck is turned up
and Radetzky is placed in the corresponding
quarter together with three units (cubes);
then you have to turn as many cards as there
are players, and each area receives 2 units.
Finally, the same number of cards is again
turned up, and the related quarters receive
one cube. All the cards (but the one used for
Radetzky) are again reshuffled and a new
deck is formed a placed near the board.
All the players receive 4 cards from the deck
“Italia” and one coloured marker (patriot)
to be placed in an area of choice: more of
them may share the same area.
For the advanced game (that we strongly
recommend from the beginning, after the
very first test) you also have to set-up the
related board, with 5 special tiles (called
“Help”) that may be used by the Italians
later in the game.
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Each turn of the game is divided in two
phases: first the Italians move and fight (if
necessary) in order to free some of the quarters from Austrian soldiers; then Radetzky
moves, and new Austrian reinforcements
join the battle. The Italians win if they are
able to free 5 areas of the town. The “system”
wins if the Austrians firmly occupy 5 areas.
See picture 3.
It is a cooperative game so the players
should discuss their general strategy first
and then decide turn by turn the exact tactics. In order to “free” an area they must push
out the Austrian units first and then, with a
specific action, declare the freedom (placing an Italian flag on that area). Each player
may use two actions per turn, to be selected
between the following:
1 – Move a patriot from an area to another
(adjacent) knowing that if Radetzky is located in that quarter, he blocks all the units
(they cannot move anymore until he will
leave);
2 – Free the area: this is possible ONLY if the
card of that area is already available (so initially it is very very difficult) and no Austrians are there:
3 – Attack the Austrian soldiers in an area,
using the cards;
4 – Attack Radetzky trying to oblige him to
retreat in order to attack the Austrian soldiers and (finally) free the area. Please note
that the area where Radetzky is located is
always available, as the general only moves
with those cards;
5 – Draw new cards in order to replenish the
hand to four (this is done also at the beginning of each new turn, but a player may

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

We are happy to present the latest issue
of WIN, 529/30. This issue is dedicated
to our Austrian Games Award Spiel der
Spiele and Spiele Hits. You find a compilation of all the award-winning games
and also reviews and presentations for
those games that have not yet been presented in previous issues of WIN.
We hope that you will again find any
number of games that are of interest to
you, and are already working on the July/
August issue. We are glad if you keep on
reading our magazine and look forward
to comments or questions, under office@spielen.at.
Current issues of win can be found on
http://www.gamesjournal.at
and for Games Companion Game by
Game see
http:// www.gamescompanion.at.
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player is in the same area, he
may use his own cards to resolve a fight that is friend is unable to win.
Attacking Radetzky is more difficult, as he immediately turns
3 cards and all of them must
be beaten in order to win the
fight. Therefore, it is practically
impossible to attack Radetzky
with less than two players (8
cards in total). Obliging the
General to run away is an important condition in order to
attack the other troops there
and try to free that quarter.

need more cards during a battle phase to
help a fellow);
6 – (Only in the advanced game). Use a tile
“Help” with a card that shows the related
symbol;
7 – (Only in the advanced game). Power up
a card “Help” adding cards to the appropriate column. The “powered” tiles have better
effects.
The Austrian reaction consists of:
I – If the castle contains at least 10 units they
rush into the town, one per area (with the
exclusion of those that already contain a
flag);
II – Verify if a quarter contains at least 4 Austrian units more than the Italians: if so, place
an Austrian flag on that area;
III – Bring new reinforcements in Milano
(from a minimum of 11 to a maximum of 15,
based on the number of players) and place
one of them in each area already containing
Austrians troops, starting from area 1;
IV – Turn a new card and move Radetzky in
the depicted quarter;
V – All quarters adjacent to Radetzky receive 1 cube;

VI – The Austrian units that were not placed
on the city are stored in the castle.
If one faction reached the control of 5 areas
wins the game. In case of tie the Austrians
win. See picture 4.
All the fights are resolved with the help of
the Battle cards (see picture 3): there are
two different decks, one for the Austrians
(33 cards) and one for the Italians (60 cards)
and each bears a symbol: Map, Cannon Ball
and Sabre equally distributed. The system
used is the classic “stone, paper, scissors”
that we all played when we were child.
If a patriot attacks some soldiers an Austrian
card is turned and must be beaten (Sabre
wins against Map, Ball against Sabre and
Map against Ball) in order to discard a cube:
the player may then proceed with a second
fight, if necessary, but with one card less in
his hand, of course, and so on. The problem
is that if the player loses the second or one
of the following fights of that battle all the
eliminated cubes come back in that area,
so some help is often necessary. If another

In the basic game this task is
not so difficult, but in the advanced the situation is different
and to have an area available,
the Italian must first eliminate
at least 11 cubes. See picture 5.
In order to help the Italian patriots to fight
the regular troops the players have 5 special tiles (see Picture 5). To activate an “help”
they must use a card with the same symbol
that is printed on the tile:
A – With the “Air Balloon” the patriots are
allowed to cross one area side on the map
that contain a barrier (two if powered);
B – With the “Martinitt” (these were very
young orphans used to send orders to different units) the player may draw two cards
from the Italian deck (three if powered);
C – With the “Rifle” the player may start a
combat drawing two Austrian cards and
fighting only one of them, at choice (three
cards if powered);
D – With the “Barricade” an area is forbidden
to the Austrian reinforcements for that turn
(if powered, a cube is also eliminated in that
area);
E – With the “Noble Woman” the player may
move a cube from an area to another adjacent (if powered, a cube is also eliminated
in the castle)
In order to “Power” them
the players must accumulate under the selected tiles enough cards
(even in different turns)
with the appropriate
symbol printed on the
bottom, as indicated on
the “advanced” board.
The use of those “Helps”
is absolutely necessary if
you wish to win the advanced game: it is clear
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GAMES BUYER INFORMATION SYSTEM - GABIS
STRUCTURE
Each game review also features an evaluation which can
help you to find the game that best suits your tastes. The
color accompanying each game title represents the USER
Group. The headline also contains icons for age and number
of players.
The BAR in the evaluation box displays color codes for up to
10 features of a game.
USER GROUP
We have defined 4 target groups (color accompanying the
head line)

Usually the players must prepare a good attack to push the soldiers out the “available”
quarters (you always see the cards that
were already used to move Radetzky) trying to keep some patriots in the central part
of the town, ready to run where it is necessary in order to help the fellows or to free
the area with a flag.
I also appreciated the two historical pages
that are printed at the end of the rules and
that introduce the players to the historical
figures of some patriots (Cattaneo, Manara,
Romilli, etc.) and to the old (but strong) general Radetzky.
Let me also give you some final clarifications about a few rules that may be misunderstood in the first games:
1 – Combat: with only ONE action it is possible to fight more times, especially if the
quarter contains two patriots and … 8
cards. Also note that if you do not have a
card that beats the Austrian one you may
play one card with the same symbol: you do
not lose the combat, but you must turn and
fight another card.
2 – Austrian soldiers: in the advanced game,
in order to free a quarter, it should be “available” first, and to make it available you must
eliminate 11 soldiers (cubes). Plan your actions accordingly if you wish to try to win.
3 – Help Tiles: they may be activated only
with cards bearing their symbol on the bottom: therefore, before using a card to fight
a battle remember to look at those symbols
before playing one of them and possibly
select the one that you cannot use later for
a Help

pens in other games, and all the players that
volunteered to play out tests then decided
to play again and again (especially when
they lost). Initially this game is not easy to
master and sometimes you also need a little
help from lady Luck (if Radetzky is moved
all the time from one side of the city to the
opposing one it will be very difficult to win),
but you will surely feel the atmosphere of
those difficult days.
Finally note that the game can also be
played “solo”: as it happens more and more
often in this period, special rules for solitaire
play are included in the booklet. þ
Pietro Cremona

INFORMATION
Designer: Alberto Barbieri and Team
Artist: Simone Murgia, Gloria Sala
Price: ca. 37 Euro
Publisher: Post Scriptum 2018
www. https://postscriptum-games.it/it

1-5
AGE:

8+

TIME:

70+

EVALUATION
Cooperative, conflict
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Good planning ahead is necessary in order
to define the tactics * Reasonable playing
time * High interaction among players *
Good rules
Compares to:
Pandemic
Other editions:
Currently none

Radetzky: Milano 1848 is a good cooperative game where it is extremely difficult that
a player will become “dominant” and order
actions to everybody else, as it often hap-
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PLAYERS:

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

My rating:

that the Italians must decide a strategy since
the beginning and while a couple of patriots should follow it all time, the others will
try to eliminate some enemy units in order
to reduce the number of occupied areas. It
is very important to wear the Austrian units
also because if at the end of a turn there not
enough available cubes for the reinforcements the System wins automatically.

Kinder:
Games for children an educational games. Adults can play
in a guiding function.
Familien:
Children and parents play together, all have the same
chance to win and have fun.
Freunde:
Young people and adults play together as equals
Experten:
Games with special demands on rules and playing time.
Especially for game geeks
Please note for the user groups Children, Family and
Friends: Children who love to play can be ahead of their
peers! Please note that our target group “families” does not
imply the classical concept of „family games“! Furthermore,
our user groups can overlap. The choice of suitable games
always depends on your playing partners and your fun
with games!
Games that are especially eligible for Solo play or for 2 players or Large groups of players are marked with an icon.
FEATURES
Each game targets preferences for different features in a
player, therefore each game is not suitable for each player.
We have listed 10 features players note when deciding
on a game. Only if a player finds his preferred features in
a game he will enjoy the game. The color code marks the
dominant features. Educational games train the highlighted
preference.
Empty boxes: This feature is neclectable or not present
One colored box: This feature is present, but not essential
Two colored boxes: This feature is present and important
in the game
Three colored boxes: This feature is dominant and essential
Chance:
The game is influenced by dice, cards or any other form of
random generator
Tactics:
Take decision, short-term planning, planning based on
one move
Strategy:
Think ahead, long-term planning, planning for several
moves
Creativity:
The player has to provide words, phrases, images and other
creative efforts
Knowledge:
Cultural and educational knowledge, long-term memory
Memory:
Remember, learn by heart, short-time memory
Communication:
Talk to each other, negotiate, inform
Interaction:
Influencing each other, bluffing, auction
Dexterity
Motor skills
Action:
Body movement, balance and reaction
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Version: The edition of the game on which the review is
based
Rules: This lists the languages in which rules are available or
are included in the game, often even more translations can
be found on the web.
In-game text: A YES marks a game with languagedependent components that cannot be played without
translation or knowledge of the language
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u FORBIDDEN SKY

OUT OF THE DELUGE INTO SPACE

FORBIDDEN SKY
WE ESCAPE WITH THE ROCKET

10

expected, because capacitors must be
close enough - the wire pieces cannot
be varied in length and you must keep
the setting-up of a working electricity
circuit in mind when positioning tiles.
The storm gets stronger!

We have already presented Forbidden
Sky in issue WIN 526. As it is our winner of
the the award Spiel der Spiele 2019, our
new jury member Thomas Bareder takes
a closer look at the game.
2008 humankind was threatened by
world-wide epidemics and had to be
saved. Afterwards, we first salvaged archeological find from flooding (Forbidden Island) and later from sandstorm
(Forbidden Desert). Finally, we travelled
to the future and saved ourselves in
the guise of advanced Mole Rats from
Space Snakes that had overrun our
space station (Space Escape). On the
way back to our timeline we caught an
emergency call - an antigrav platform
is threatened by a space storm. What
does Matt Leacock have in store for us
this time?
The research station Kopernikus 07 had
to be evacuated - all personnel but the

6
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rescue team are safe! Whoosh! “A mega
lightning stroke has destroyed the last
glider - the maintenance rocket is the
last resort! But the electricity generator
is destroyed!” “So, we need to set up a
circuit and start with lightning energy,
this is our only chance.”
We need to find the rocket platform,
capacitors and lightning rods, set them
up and connect them with power wires.
We begin at the starting platform and
explore Kopernikus 07 by laying out
various tiles. In our mission, we come
across teleporting units and Faraday
cages which facilitate movement and
protect against lightning; there are barriers against storm and helpful equipment cards for First Aid sets, conduit
robots or even a time brake. But it is
not enough to go exploring, you must
already simultaneously begin to set up
the circuit, or time will run out.

On top of all that - making everything
more difficult - you need to draw
weather cards after each turn, and
they can get murderous, if you take too
much of a risk!
Thomas Bareder
A very well-made and nice family game, visually
very attractive and, by all means, also interesting for
more experienced players.

High Winds, for instance, moves all adventurers one step to an adjacent case.
Woe to you, if you are next to the abyss,
the direction of the wind is wrong and
the rope, which is getting more and
more frazzled, cannot take your weight
anymore.

Lightning is not much better, because
All that poses more of a challenge than Lightning Strikes! causes damage and

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45
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But all that needs not to happen, if we
make effective use of our special abilities: The electrician can, after all, place
an additional conduit, the doctor can
heal, the mountaineer can take a companion along and the Knotsmith can
repair a rope. The Navigator has a very
special job - he can navigate the adventures through the storm and counteract calamities.

correctly. Ingenious, and a reason to
celebrate, if it worked!
Forbidden Sky is thrilling, quite challenging cooperative positioning game
for families and friends that needs
harmonious cooperation. The setup is
variable and provides a new layout for
each game. There are well-adjusted interlocking mechanisms and elements
of chance, and on top of it a 3D rocket,
that “lifts off” only if have set up a correct circuit - what more can a gamer
want? þ
Thomas Bareder

If we really manage at the end to close
the circuit and get all on board of the
starting platform, the tension rises
once again: The circuit is a real one and
the rocket glows and blinks and gives
off lift-off sounds - but, however, only
if the the circuit has been positioned

www.gamesjournal.at

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

INFORMATION
Designer: Matt Leacock
Artist: C. B. Canga, Anne Pätzke
Price: ca. 32 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2018
www.schmidtspiele.de

PLAYERS:

2-5
AGE:

10+
TIME:

60+

EVALUATION
Cooperative positioning
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en fr hu nl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Most challenging part of the series * Needs
lots of planning * Success only after a few
games * Very attractive components * (c)
Image Henk Rolleman
Compares to:
Die verbotene Insel, Die vergessene Stadt
Other editions:
Gamewright (en fr), Reflexshop (hu), White Goblin
Games (nl)

My rating:

even death. Storm intensifies raises the
general wind intensity marker, which
keeps aggravating the situation, as you
need to draw more and more wind
cards. When the marker reaches the
end of the track, all adventurers are
blown off the platform and neither
gravitation grapple hooks or a rocket
backpack are of any help - that’s it,
friends, or more accurately, that’s the
end!
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u HEXENHAUS

MYTHICAL CREATURES - A NUISANCE?

HEXENHAUS
GINGERBREAD LURES BASILISKS
It‘s a small step from adventures in fabled realms to the fabled mythical creatures of fairy tale lands, which often,
and usually in games for children, provide the background topic. This is also
the case in 2018, and, for your information, we can name examples that cannot be classed as games for children
and can be mentioned very well in a
more exigent context. An unusual treasure hunt around Nordic trolls offers an
especially fancy topic, or you can divest
a mysterious tree of his winterly fruits.
But in this review, we look at the classic saga of Hansel & Gretel from a rather
different angle.
Honestly: Didn’t you always think it a
bit funny, that old ladies living in the
woods, so-called witches, are rumored
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company. Well, even what the seven
goat, the basilisk and Rumpelstiltskin
prefer to nibble off our so very sweet
gingerbread houses is not a secret!
Thomas Bareder
An attractive game for friends, but also suitable as
a family game, with a witty topic and demands for
strategy!

to gobble up children, because of a few
pieces of gingerbread? Are they simply
crazy or could one - at least marginally understand that madness? Take up the Therefore, round after round, we build
guise of one of those witches and see our gingerbread house with gingerfor yourself:
bread bricks = tiles, to receive more and
more irresistible gingerbread tiles from
Gingerbread and fairy tale characters? building over other tiles. Four types of
That’s like bees and honey!
gingerbread are highly appreciated by
“Those fairy tale characters are begin- the various fairy tale characters, albeit
ning to turn into a real nuisance”, one in different combinations. The Big Bad
of the witches complained at Beltane”. Wolf, for instance, prefers lots of green
“What do you mean, beginning to?”, ones; the Wolpertinger wants one of
countered another one. “Let’s come up each kind, and Tom Thumb is happy
with a plan how we can put a stop to with only two, a blue one and a heart
that!” But how? With a honey-trap?!
shape. As soon as you have the desired
It will be easy: We attract them with their pieces, you hand them to the fairy tale
favorite gingerbread and catch them. character - and the trap is triggered! You
We know, after all, the preferences of are rewarded instantly with a joker ginSnow White, Frog King, Rübezahl and gerbread brick for building you house

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45
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as well as victory points
at the end of the game,
based on the fact that
the greedier the being
is the more rewarding
it is!
If you complete a level,
you are rewarded with
one of the bonus cards
that are very often a
deciding factor in the
game: Special bonuses
for completed levels or
for each trapped category of mythical being - for instance, good
or bad ones, humans
or hungry creatures - in
your guise as a witch
you should not miss out
on that.
Game mechanics wise,
the hunt for those creatures is completed by special brick tiles,
which allow a witch to swap types of
gingerbread, to acquire staircase tiles
to complete levels or even to make a
reservation on a creature. Reservation
facilitates planning. In general, you
should keep an eye on neighboring
witch houses, not only as regards to
available fairy tale characters, and are
recommended to build levels speedily. The nicely predictable, sometimes,
however, arriving quickly and rather
unexpectedly, end of the game is very
rarely brought about by an adventurer
relying on luck to be the most successful witch - it is worth your while to employ your gray brain cells.

able for friends, but also for families,
offering uncomplicated access. It has
been lovingly implemented, has fancy
theme and a well-working collecting
mechanism. A real titbit!
… and the morale of story? Provoking
witches is NOT a good idea!
By the way: The never-published statement of THE witch on occasion of the
above-mentioned Beltane night:
“Hansel & Gretel? Small, but greedy.
Very greedy - they gobble up more
than a dragon! Don’t now what might
happen there!“ þ
Thomas Bareder

Hexenhaus is an excellently balanced
game that plays very well with all numbers of players; it is a bit strategic, suit-

INFORMATION

PLAYERS:

Designer: Phil Walker-Harding
Artist: Andy Elkerton, atelier198
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Lookout Spiele 2018
www.lokout-spiele.de

2-4
AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

EVALUATION
Area filling, collecting
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es jp nl pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Unusual topic * Good Mechanisms * Some
strategy is necessary * Very attractive design
* (c) Image sverbeure, BGG
Compares to:
Area management and collecting games

My rating:

Other editions:
999 Games (nl), Asmodee (es), Hobby Japan (jp),
Lookout Spiele (en), Rebel (pl)
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Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45
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u LIFT OFF

THE RIGHT SPECIALIST AT THE RIGHT TIME

LIFT OFF

SATELLITES MUST BE PLACED IN ORBIT
An economics game with the sole purpose
of equipping rockets to put satellites into an
orbit around earth - that sounds unusual.
There are, of course, hundreds of space
games with one SciFi topic or the other, but
I have not yet, in my career as a gamer, come
across a game that utilizes the rather banal
reality, the daily business of today’s spacefaring industry, for a topic. That may be, of
course, due to my restricted knowledge;
therefore, I cannot deny the existence of
comparable games, but I can at least state
that the topic is a rare and unusual one. I am
always pleased when a strategy game differs from the classic castle building or space
battle sundries.
In Lift Off, players are transferred to the
50ties and 60ties of the 20th century; a time
when today’s technology was developed
and the transporting and launching of satellites was not a daily occurrence. Very suitably, the design of the game mirrors the
style of comic books of that era.
The game is played over eight rounds. In
each round, every player is dealt three spe-
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cialists in the form of cards. Simultaneously,
all players select one of them and keep it,
the remaining two cards are handed to the
respective neighbors. Thus, each player has
three cards, selects two of them and hands
on one card.
After this drafting, all players have again
three specialists in hand. Two of those specialists are then played in turn order. Specialists enable a player to buy advancement /
progress. A rocket can be upgraded to more
loading capacity or a more efficient propulsion. Upgrading of the laboratory enables
you to develop bigger satellites. Another
requirement for the launching of rockets
are technology cards, which can also be acquired with the specialists. Other specialists
enable you to invest in the joint space station, which in turn gives you victory points,
income or technology cards.
On top of that, all specialists give you bonuses - money, victory points, additional,
cheaper or better rocket launches, or an additional mission card.

When all players have played their specialists, each player is dealt one mission cards,
or another one when allowed by a specialist.
There are four types of mission cards. Each
mission card corresponds to one of four
types of satellites. Satellites are graded from
1 to 4, in ascending order of their size. With
satellite size, the requirements for the size of
the rocket, the upgrading of the laboratory
and the number and type of technology
cards are all increasing, too.
Markus Wawra
Lift Off reminds me of the old game Müll & Money,
also at Hans im Glück, amended by the drafting
mechanisms made popular by 7 Wonders. Lift Off,
for me, comes across clearly more sophisticated, but
sadly, it lacks interaction.
Now, each player has the opportunity to
launch one rocket, unless a specialist allows you an additional one. For a launch,
you must have sufficient money to launch,
which in turn depends on the efficiency
of the propulsion. Furthermore, you must
hold minimum one mission card that can
be resolved with the rocket. For the mission
card, all associated requirements for rocket,
laboratory and technology, must be met.
You can resolve more than one mission card
with one rocket launch, provided that there

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45
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REVIEW

LIFT OFF t

play which specialist to resolve my missions
as efficiently as possible?
Via the end-of-game card, strategic aspects
are introduced to the game: How many satellites of what type do I want to launch into
space?
As there are cards drawn at many points
during the game - specialists, missions,
end-of-game cards - there is naturally some
luck of the draw involved. This element of
chance is somewhat reduced by the drafting mechanism, but nonetheless a deciding
factor. This is not necessarily a bad thing, depending on the group of players, but must
at least be mentioned for a strategy game
with the complexity and duration of Lift Off.
A negative mentioning is due to the lack
of interaction. Despite the drafting mechanisms, players more or less play on their
own. Keeping an eye on your fellow players
is only of limited use. You can also interfere
with others very little and only in the endof-game scoring you will find out who was
working most efficiently on lift-offs. þ
Markus Wawra

INFORMATION
Designer: Jeroen Vandersteen
Artist: Ramos, Resch, Kreativbunker
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Publisher: Hans im Glück 2018
www.hans-im-glueck.de

PLAYERS:

2-4
AGE:

12+
TIME:

120

EVALUATION
Drafting
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Unusual, fresh topic * Very harmonious
design * Clear rules * Multi-player solitaire
game * (c) Image Exvilium (BGG)
Compares to:
Müll & Money, 7 Wonders

At the end of the game there is an end-ofgame scoring. At the start of the game, each

www.gamesjournal.at

player did receive three end-of-game cards,
which also have been drafted. Those endof-game cards are now scored. Furthermore, some other cards and left-over money are also yielding victory points. Whoever
now has the highest total of victory points,
is the winner of the game.
Lift Off is a nice, beautiful, tactical strategy
game, that can be played rather quickly by
experienced players.
Tactical elements are dominant: When do I

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

Other editions:
Z-Man Games (en)

My rating:

is enough capacity on the rocket and all requirements are met.
For each successful rocket launch you are
awarded victory points and the bonuses
indicated on the completed mission cards.
Then, the mission cards are moved “upwards”. The satellites depicted on those mission cards are now in earth orbit, and the
mission cards can no longer be used.
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REVIEW

u SPIRIT ISLAND

JOIN FORCES AGAINST EXPLORERS

SPIRIT ISLAND
NATURE SPIRITS VERSUS INVADERS
The urge to discover the unknown, is a
common factor among a lot of games,
albeit all pursuing wildly varying goals.
Before the playful interpretation of the
race to the moon, shortly before the
50th anniversary of that event, which
we also present in this issue, we try
to to hinder the explorer/invaders in
their goal to plunder the resources of
our island idyll and to lay waste to it
- and thereby, maybe, even, as a consequence to stop the building of any
rocket in later - times .... no, this is taking us into the realms of philosophy.
Let’s rather start to play!
The time of the spirits has arrived!
On a far-off lonely island, we are spirits
that live in harmony with nature. But
invaders from beyond the seas disturb
our peace and threaten the Dahan
people, the indigenous population of
the island, and with them the threaten
us. Can we spirits get strong enough in

12
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time to spread enough terror among
the invaders to frustrate colonization?
Before the setup of the island and the
positioning of invaders, Dahan and
our own Sacred Sites we must choose
the Nature Spirit we represent. We are
assisted in this by the individual spirit
boards; they describe the spirits and
hold information if the character of the
spirit is more offensive, less locationbound, terror-inspiring or more defensive. Lightning’s Swift Spirit and Ocean’s
Hungry Grasp are more of the first, Vital
Strength of the Earth and A Spread of
Rampant Green are more of the latter.
Most mobile are Thunderspeaker and
River Surges in Sunlight, and the most
terror is instigated by Shadows Flicker
Like Flame, and especially Bringer of
Dreams and Nightmares who should
only be played after you have a few
games under your belt.

The whole game is also about fear or,
to be more exact, to provoke fear, because this allows us to reveal Fear cards,
which harass invaders very substantially and provide very important strategic
assistance for us in the not only at the
beginning hard to master undertaking
of fending off the invaders. Furthermore, with them the victory condition
gets simpler in time, from complete expelling to winning, when all cities have
been destroyed.
Thomas Bareder
Do you like highly complex, very beautiful games
with lots of rules to study? Then you should try Spirit
Island, an attractive addition to the genre.

This is achieved on the one hand by
playing abilities, this however, costs energy and abilities must first be acquired.
On the other hand, you can destroy villages and cities. There are, however,
contrary to other conflict games, no
standard attacks - you can only retaliate
when an area has been ravaged. This
ravaging can cause hurtful losses for
the Dahan and as they - again different
to other games - do not propagate, and,
as on the side of the invaders, more of
them arrive in every round, clever plan-

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45
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REVIEW

SPIRIT ISLAND t

considered in a historical sense, but are
integrated into scenarios and can be
“simulated” - fascinating, thrilling and
challenging!
Spirit Island is a highly complex, extremely beautiful cooperative conflict
and development game for fans of
complex games who are not irritated
by intense studying of rules and long
duration of the game. It is to be regarded more as an epochal creation,
as it basically includes two expansions thereby guaranteeing enduring allure,
as the rule problems in the first games
usually disappear within the third or so
play. The topic is implemented harmoniously, also as regards to the mechanisms of the game, which are very well
coordinated, too. Exceptional, also as a
solitaire game! þ
Thomas Bareder

For the advanced game, three historic
scenarios are included. Three colonialization powers - Brandenburg-Preussen, England, und Sweden, are not only
www.gamesjournal.at

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

INFORMATION
Designer: R. Eric Reuss
Artist: Team
Price: ca. 60 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2018
www.pegasus.de

PLAYERS:

1-4
AGE:

12+
TIME:

150+

EVALUATION
Cooperation, conflict
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr hu pt ru
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Highly complex * Attractive solo variant *
Very beautiful design * Intense rules studying * Long duration * (c) Images Vathsade,
Scotfree2 (BGG)
Compares to:
Cooperative conflict games
Other editions:
Greater than Games (en, released), Ace Studios (pt),
Arrakis Games (es), Gèm Klub (hu), Hobby World (ru)
- all announced

My rating:

ning and well-coordinated strategic
actions are necessary. Our advantage:
We know in which areas - swamp, desert, forest or mountains - there will be
building, followed by ravaging, in the
next round. So, you can, for instance, by
playing the card „Exhaustion and Etiolation“ enhance the defense in a region
so that the Dahan are protected and
can retaliate without losses. The region
is also protected, which is especially important, as - if the invaders cause two
damages - the region is turned takes
Blight. If there is already Blight, it cascades into an adjacent region. Setting
aside the fact that this also endangers
sacred sites and presence, the game is
lost when too much Blight had to be
placed - regardless if this destroyed
cities or villages and our abilities had
maybe reached their peak.
Use abilities well and combine them
well, spread out to the crises centers,
block supplies and keep an eye on the
Dahan - only with his can the island return to an idyllic state. Team spirit is in
demand!
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Österreichischer Spielepreis 2019
Forbidden Sky

You need to cooperate to build an
emergency electric circuit and close it.
As an adventurer with special ability you
have four actions in a turn, and can do the
same one several times. Options are: 1.
Move adventurer. 2. Explore - reveal and
take tile, maximum 3 in your display. 3.
Discover - put tile from your display next
to your adventurer, continuing cable lines,
maybe place components or lightning rod.
4. Place or remove cable - between two
components, beginning at your adventurer.
Then you draw weather cards according to
the current wind strength; adventurers can
be affected; if a health marker reaches the
skull case, the game is lost.
Cooperative placement game for 2-5
players, ages 10+, by Matt Leacock, art by
C. B. Canga and Anne Pätzke, at Schmidt
Spiele 2018, ca. 60 min

Hakenschlagen

Memofant

Silver & Gold

Hexenhaus

Men at Work

Spring Meadow

Race and positioning game for 2-5 players,
ages 2-5, by Dieter Stein at Gerhards Spiel
und Design 2018, ca. 30-40 min

Tile placement game with a fairy tale topic
for 2-4 players, ages 8+, by Phil WalkerHarding, art by Klemens Franz and Andy
Elkerton at Lookout Spiele 2018, ca. 30 min

Memo game for 2-4 players, ages 7+, by
Haysman Raymond, at Piatnik 2019, ca. 35
min

Building and stacking game for 2-5 players,
ages 8+, by Rita Modl, art by Bernard Bittler
and Chris Quilliams at Pretzel Games / Plan B
Games / Pegasus Spiele 2018, ca. 30 min

Area management for 2-4 players, ages
8+, by Phil Walker-Harding, art by Oliver
Freudenreich, at nsv 2019, ca. 20 min

Tile placement game for 1-4 players, ages
10+, by Uwe Rosenberg, art by Andrea
Boekhoff, at Edition Spielwiese / Pegasus
Spiele 2018, ca. 45 min

Das Farbenmonster

Hempels Sofa

Monsieur Carrousel

Purzelbaum

Carpe Diem

Lift off

Cooperative memo and narrative game for
2-5 players, ages 4+, by Josep Maria Allué
and Dani Gómez at HUCH! 2018, ca. 20 min

Dexterity, memo and collecting game for
2-4 players, ages 4+, by Harald Fecher and
Thomas Liesching, art by Doris Matthäus, at
Zoch Verlag 2019, ca. 20 min

Memo game for 2-4 players, ages 5+, by
Marco Teubner, art by Timo Grubing at Haba
2019, ca. 20 min

Tile placement and building game for 2-4
players, ages 10+, by Stefan Feld, art by
Lalanda Hruschka, at alea / Ravensburger
2918, ca. 45-75 min

Cooperative placement game for 1-6 players,
ages 4+, by Sara Zarian, art by Apolline
Etienne and Allison Machepy at Loki 2018,
ca. 15 min

SciFi development game for 2-4 players,
ages 12+, by Jeroen Vandersteen, art by
Kreativbunker, Nache Ramos and Andreas
Resch, at Hans im Glück Spiele 2018, ca. 60 min

Impressum:

Spirit Island

Cooperative conflict simulation for 1-4
players, ages 12+ by Eric Reuss, art by Jason
Behnke and team, at Pegasus Spiele 2018,
ca. 120 min

Offenlegung nach dem Mediengesetz:
Medieninhaber, Eigentümer, Verleger und
Hersteller: Verein „Wiener Spiele Akademie“,
vertreten durch Obfrau Dipl. Ing. Dagmar
de Cassan, Raasdorferstrasse 28,
2285 Leopoldsdorf im Marchfelde, Österreich, Telefon: +43 676 554 16 72,
mail-to: office@spielen.at,
Internet: www.spielepreis.at
Chefredakteur: Dipl.Ing. Dagmar de
Cassan
Blattlinie: Jährliche Publikation zu den
Preis-trägern Spiel der Spiele und Spiele
Hits.
English edition version 1.0
Copyright © 2019 by spielen.at

Der Unterhändler

Card game for 1 player, ages 12+, by A. J.
Porfirio, art by atelier198, Kristi Kirisberg,
Venessa Kelley and Chase Williams, at
Frosted Games 2018, ca. 20 min

Wiener Spiele Akademie

PRESENTATION

u 4½ MINUTEN / ABRA KAZAM

4½ MINUTEN
... SO, GET A MOVE ON!
Cooperative Mau Mau with a
time limit - in 4½ minutes, 95
cards need to be played into
the middle, comprising 2x the
numbers 1-7 in five colors plus
25 special cards - left-over cards
score penalty points.
You are dealt four cards and
set them out face-down in a
row. Then al players simultaneously reveal their row of four
cards. Then, in turn, you must

8
play a card on one of two discard piles and draw a card, up
to maximum four cards. Cards
are placed corresponding to
color or number of the previous
card; as an alternative, you play
any special card at any time,
special cards comprise It’s your
turn, Change of direction, Draw
two cards, Stack is closed or Color
change. If you cannot play a card
or do not want to play a card,

ABRA KAZAM

CASTING SPELLS STANDING UP
Perform spells on your feet! One
set of big cards and one set of
small cards represent identical
sets of spells. Aim of the game is
to guess as many spells as possible and enable other players to
guess as many spells as possible,
too. Each player receives a spell
book to collect spells; cards are
sorted by colors - blue, green,
purple and red - and size. Two of
the eight decks are selected; for

16

7

a simple game you select blue
and green. Take care! The red
deck is only suitable for experienced players. The big cards are
placed in a 5x5 grid with a gap
in the middle, the small cards
are stacked.
The active magician draws a
small card from the stack and
imitates the spell on the card
with the magic wand in a way
that players identify the spell
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you set your display of cards
aside and draw a new one.
When all cards have been
played within 4½ minutes, the
round ends with zero penalty
points. When, however, the timer has run down and there are
cards left, cards in the draw pile
and in displays of players score
one penalty point per card;
cards in set-aside displays score
two penalty points each. After
three such rounds, you check
your achievement against the
list in the rules.
Cooperative Mau Mau within
a given time limit is definitely a
cute, witty and unusual variant;
you now the cards of all other
players and should of course
try to play in a way that the next
player is able to play a card too.
Planning is helpful, as you must
also play the negative special
cards like Stack closed, and
there is no single scoring for you
to win, the score is for all players
- the fewer points the better all
of you have played. þ

INFORMATION

from the movement, the magician can name the background
color of the card.
Each player can guess only
once, by pointing at the card
and naming the spell. The active magician can repeat the
gesture, but only while there is
more than one player left to give
a guess.
When the correct spell card is
guessed, the active player receives the small card, the guesser the big card; he becomes the
new active magician and must
face the challenge on the card
- once only or permanently, in
case of the red cards, until he
guesses a new card. If you do
not resolve those challenges
correctly, you lose a small card
previously acquired and the
spell ends immediately. When
there are only ten big cards left
in the grid, you win with most
collected cards.
Cute, funny and not that easy,
but a really well-made mechanisms that is as much fun in
guessing as in gesticulating the
spells. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Joachim Reif
Artist: Oliver Freudenreich
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: moses. Verlag 2019
www.moses-verlag.de

EVALUATION
Shedding cards, time limit
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute version * Music as
timer available via QR Code
* Planning ahead a bit is
possible and necessary
Compares to:
Mau Mau and other card
shedding games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-8

AGE:

7+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Antonin Boccara
Artist: Jules Dubost
Price: ca. 19 Euro
Publisher: Buzzy Games 2018
www.buzzygames.net

EVALUATION
Guessing gestures
Users: For families
Version: en
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Cute idea * Careful gesturing necessary * Attractive,
unusual family game
Compares to:
Games based on deciphering gestures
Other editions:
Buzzy (fr), MS Edizioni (it), Pegasus
(de)
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ADVENTURE GAMES / AVOCADO SMASH t

ADVENTURE GAMES

DAS VERLIES

In analogy to adventure games
for PCs, players work their way
cooperatively across rooms,
have adventures and resolve
tasks. Players choose a character
and receive health cards.
The active player moves his hero
into an open, discovered room
- there is no restriction as to
movement range - and resolves
an action; at any time, you can
hand over or swap adventure

cards. New rooms are discovered via texts in the adventure
book or via the explanatory
App. Actions are researching
location numbers by reading
text in the adventure book, or
combining two adventure cards
or combining an adventure card
and a location number. For such
combinations, you use numbers
on adventure cards and location cards and place the lower

AVOCADO SMASH

SHED CARDS! SURVIVE SMASHES!
70 cards show some avocados
and the corresponding number,
or say Smash or Guacamole or
demand change of direction. All
players are dealt the same number of cards and stack them.
In turn, you reveal a card - if two
consecutive cards show the
same number, a Smash occurs
and all players hit the cards in
the middle quickly; the slowest player takes all those cards

www.gamesjournal.at
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under his stack. Parallel to revealing of cards, you count upturned cards - the first player
says 1 avocado, the next 2 avocados ... up to 15 avocados and
then back to 1 avocado etc. If
the current count equals the
number on the newly revealed
card, a Smash occurs. A Smash
also happens when two change
direction cards appear one after
the other. A Smash card causes

number in front of the higher
number. The resulting four or
five-digit number gives you
the corresponding entry in the
adventure book. Instructions
must be complied with. If due to
instructions, you display adventure cards openly, they become
part of your personal inventory.
If the text does not explicitly instruct you to take a card out of
play, you keep it. Some locations
must be visited multiple times
as you often acquire information or cards later in the game,
after a visit.
At the end of each of three
chapters, a scoring is done, after
the third chapter comes a final
scoring and you learn how well
your group did. Those scorings
have no influence whatsoever
on later chapters and the progress of the game.
In the solitaire version, you play
with two characters.
An exceedingly good mix - the
riddles are a tad easier than in
the Exit games, the adventure
flair comes across marvelously
and the story is standard, but
with attractive details. þ

INFORMATION

a Smash, and for a card saying
Guacamole you shout Guacamole - the slowest player takes
all cards. If, however, you hit the
cards in the middle for a Guacamole card, you lose the round
and take all cards, regardless of
who was slowest to shout Guacamole.
Advanced rules say that in case
of a change of direction you
must immediately count backwards, and when there are conditions for a double Smash - for
instance, two identical numbers
on two cards equal the current
counting number - nothing
happens. Should several players
hit the table by mistake, cards
from the middle are distributed
evenly to them. If you had to
take cards, you restart play by
revealing a card. If you are out of
cards, you win if you are still out
of cards after the next smash.
Well, I am tempted to say nothing new but the box in the
shape of an Avocado, but the
details are different enough to
provide a nice version of a standard mechanism. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

270+

D.: Phil Walker-Harding and Team
Artist: Martin Hoffmann
Price: ca. 15 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag 2019
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Cooperation, adventure,
puzzles
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Excellent simulation *
Game can be stopped and
saved * Standard adventure
topic * App provides flair
Compares to:
Adventure games with sequential
room exploration
Other editions:
Kosmos (en)

PLAYERS:

2+

AGE:

6+

TIME:

10+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 18 Euro
Publisher: Game Factory 2019
www.gamefactory-spiele.com

EVALUATION
Card shedding
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de fr en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute box * Familiar standard mechanisms * Nice
details
Compares to:
Uno and other card shedding games
Other editions:
Ridley’s Games (en)
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u BLÖDE KUH / BREAK FREE

BLÖDE KUH

NO ONE WANTS THE SILLY COW
Lots of animals have escaped
and must be caught again;
silly, obstinate animals give you
penalty points. 15 penalty cards
for -2 and -4 points are stacked
openly and separated by value,
as are the three Nobody-wantsit cards for each type of animal,
sorted by animal and round
number. You have nine cards in
hand, out of 18 each of sheep,
pigs, horses and cows.

8

The active player must either
discard one single animal or two
cards for a pair of animals or pass
his turn. For a single animal, you
then resolve the animal action:
Sheep - no action, the turn passes to the next player. Pig - the
left neighbor draws a card from
the draw pile or the pig from the
discard pile. Horse - Each player
puts down a face-down card
and then all hand this card si-

BREAK FREE

OPEN YOUR HANDCUFFS QUICKLY!
Handcuffed players try to get rid
of those cuffs, in various levels of
difficulty.
Cuffs with green inserts are put
on, chaining together of players
is done at your discretion. On a
signal, all use their picklock to
find their way through the labyrinth of the insert. When you
are free, you take the highest
available points chip. When all
cuffs are open, you remove the

18

6

picklock and put in first the yellow and then the red insert for
the more difficult levels. After
three rounds, you win with most
points.
Variants:
Doppelter Ärger: Duel for two
players; you don two cuffs, one
on each wrist; you win if you are
rid of both first.
Navigation: A duel for two
teams of two players; one player
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multaneously to their left neighbor. If the horse was the player’s
last card, the action is not resolved. Cow - the active player
draws the top card of the draw
pile. For a pair, you either hand
the Nobody-wants-it card of the
round for this animal to your left
neighbor or - if already in play
- the current owner hands it to
the next player. If you pass, you
draw a card from draw pile or
discard pile. If someone is out of
cards, you score penalty points
for most and second-most cards
in hand; after three rounds you
win with fewest points.
Not silly at all, but very nice and
good fun - the standard goal of
discarding cards is well varied,
the game plays quickly and is
fun; pairs and the wandering of
the Nobody-wants-it card they
trigger provide tactics and of
course a good way to get rid of
cards. A really good filler game
to start or end an evening or a
very nice game for your holidays. þ

INFORMATION

carries the cuff, the other directs
him, using the path map. The
fastest team to open the cuffs
wins.
Spion in der Dunkelheit: 2-4 players; you play in a dark room;
the winner is whoever is first to
leave the room without cuffs.
Ausbrecherkönig: 2-4 players;
you begin with the green insert;
if it is opened, you insert the
yellow one and then, after this
is open, the red one. If you are
first to open all three of them,
you win.
Dietriche verstecken: 4-8 players
in teams comprising a spy and
a detective. The Spies hide the
picklocks; then they put cuffs
on another spy and whisper the
location of the picklock to him.
Then the detective search for
the picklocks, spies guide them
with clues like “warm”, “cold”, etc.
Rücken an Rücken: Teams of two
players; you stand back to back
and free the other player from
his cuff.
Dexterity, speed, fun and a little
bit of spatial thinking! Very wellworking family fun! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

25+

Designer: Florian Racky
Artist: Florian Biege
Price: ca. 10 Euro
P.: Drei Hasen in der Abendsonne 2019
www.dreihasenspiele.de

EVALUATION
Card shedding
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Plays quickly * Nice filler
game * Cute drawings *
Fun to play
Compares to:
Card shedding games with
penalties for remaining
cards
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

var

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 32 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2018
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Dexterity
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en es
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cuffs feature emergency
unlocking * Path maps of
labyrinths are included *
Spatial thinking is necessary
Compares to:
Labyrinth games
Other editions:
Ravensburger (es), Yulu (en)
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BRIKKS / BURG KRITZELSTEIN t

BRIKKS

DROP THOSE BLOCKS!
The dropping-down blocks
from Tetris have been template
for many arrangement games,
and now for Brikks.
Playing sheets are doublesided, the front shows the „slot
machine“, where you mark the
dropped blocks, the back side
shows the blocks that can drop.
You take two sheets, and at the
start you select a block from
column 1 and enter it as your

8
starting block in the bottom
row - every player must select
a different block and you must
not rotate the block.
After that, the active player of
the round rolls two dice for row
and column to determine the
current block for all players - this
block then “drops” as in Tetris
and you enter it as gap-less as
possible; you may shift it to the
left and right, also after it has

BURG KRITZELSTEIN

DRAW A CASTLE FOR YOUR GUESTS
Draw the perfect castle! You
use dice to collect resources to
build/draw. You take a doublesided boards - for two versions
of the game - and ten markers,
plus a castle sheet; you can use
the side with our without supporting lines. Depending on the
variant, guest cards are stacked
or laid out.
Version Kleiner Baumeister: As
the active player you roll two

www.gamesjournal.at
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dice: For each resource - wood,
stone, gold or food - you put
a marker on a suitable slot on
your board. For people as a result you complete two silhouettes on the sheet, from left tor
right and top to bottom. For a
question mark you can choose a
result. Players can select and use
one of the results. When a row
or column on your board is full,
you remove the markers and

come to a stop. The roll can be
repeated once with both dice! If
an entered block covers a circle
in the block color it unlocks energy points; those energy points
can be used to shift the marker
chip on the sheet by one column, that is, rotate the block or for five points - replace the block
with any other block. Some unlocked energy points provide
victory points. Completely filled
rows give special points; three
times in the game you can use
a bomb to detonate an unsuitable bock; you do not use a replacement block.
If you cannot enter a block completely or detonate it, you drop
out of the game and no not
roll anymore, either. When all
players have dropped out, the
game is scored - rows without
gaps or with one or two gaps,
unused bombs, special points
and unlocked, but unused energy points.
Tetris on a sheet, with a few neat
manipulation options like roll
repeat and energy points, but
still Tetris. þ

INFORMATION

draw the corresponding part
of the castle - floor of the main
tower for taking a guest card,
towers and flags for points, walls
for flag poles. If you have drawn
four towers, you may draw a
sun. If your castle is complete,
you draw a cloud and castles are
scored for values of towers, values of flags, sun/cloud bonus,
value of guests and value of the
type of residents you drew last.
In the Große Architekten version
guests have abilities, either as
instant effect or for the duration of their stay in the castle
or for points at the end of the
game. With food and gold, you
can reactivate an instant effect;
with gold, stone and food you
can steal a guest from another
player.
Unusual and neat, albeit needing a homogenous group of
artistic temperament - detailenamored artists and members
of the square + triangle = tower
school do not go well together.
Game mechanics are simple,
game allure, especially for children, is very strong. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Wolfgang Warsch
Artist: A. Pätzke, L. Schiffer
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2018
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
Arrangement, dice
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Several levels of difficulty *
Duel variant for two players
* Solo play without roll
repeats
Compares to:
Tetris and other block arranging games
Other editions:
999 Games (nl), Stronghold (en),
Schmidt (fr)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

20+

Designer: C. Lebrat, L. Maublanc
Artist: Sylvain Aublin
Price: ca. 25 Euro
P.: Blue Orange Games (EU) 2018
www.asmodee.de

EVALUATION
Roll, draw, collect
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very cute idea * Thrilling
and highly creative for
children * Also good for
families * Too much detail
can make the game a lot
longer
Compares to:
First of its kind, roll-and-draw games
in general
Other editions:
Blue Orange USA (en), Blue Orange
EU (de en fr nl)
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PRESENTATION

u CAPER / CARACASSONNE SAFARI

CAPER

THIEVES ON TOUR IN EUROPE
Each player assembles a gang
of thieves and equips it so that
it can prove its abilities at locations in a famous European city.
Three locations for the selected
city are laid out, stacks for the
corresponding location, thieves
and equipment cards are prepared. At the start of a round,
each player receives the number
of cards according to the Round
Tracker board; round color and

color of the players Mastermind
Summary card determine the
starting player; in six rounds of a
game thieves round and equipment rounds alternate.
In a thieves round, you place
thieves next to locations; they
provide special abilities and
coins for buying equipment. In
an equipment round, you put
equipment on thieves to increase your influence at a loca-

CARACASSONNE SAFARI

ANIMALS, RANGERS AND WATER HOLES
Carcassonne Around the World in
Africa! In savannah and around
water holes, the animals of Africa are cavorting. 72 landscape
tiles show savannah, animal
paths, baobab trees, bushes and
animals. 50 animal tiles show
five types of animals, four animals arranged in a circle provide
a water hole. A starting tile as
big as three standard tiles is laid
out, and two neutral white rang-

20

7

ers are placed next to it. Each
player draws two face-down
animal tiles and displays them.
You draw a landscape tile from
stock, place it with corresponding edges into the display and
can then relocate a ranger or
place a meeple on the animal
path of the tile, if the path is
empty, or begin a waterhole this need not happen on the
newly placed tile - or extend
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tion; you can only place three
thieves and three equipment
cards per location. After each
card, players exchange their
hand of cards. Card colors relate
to symbols for card sets or acquisition of points, marker symbols effect all cards at a location!
At some locations you score
your cards, at others opponent’s
cards. The player with most
caper symbols at a locations
wins it and receives rewards;
card abilities and collected loot
scores points.
In a game for three, one player is
Snitch and interferes with both
players, in a game of four you
play in teams.
Caper uses - very cleverly and
very well - a mix of familiar
mechanisms - majorities at location cards and drafting cards for a rather complex interaction
of cards placed via their symbols; there is even a separate
„catalogue“, explaining all cards
and symbols. If you like that, Caper provides an excellent game
for two players. þ

INFORMATION

a waterhole. Beginning a hole
gives you three points; expansion is only possible with an animal not yet at the hole and you
score 4-5-6 points for the 2nd, 3rd
or 4th animal at the hole.
When a newly placed tile
triggers a scoring, you score
completed paths, bushes or
surrounded baobab trees.
Completed paths gives you
points for the number of different animals on it, completed
bushes also give points for the
number of different animals on
them. If you place a meeple on
a baobab tree, you receive two
animal tiles. At the end of the
game, each animal on paths or
bushes owned by you gives you
a point, as does each animal tile
you own.
All elements from the original
game of Carcassonne, enriched
by enchanting details like animals to score, jeep meeples for
the rangers, and elephant meeples for scoring, and of course
the animal images themselves
- exquisite and familiar fun to
play. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

12+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Unai Rubio
Artist: Josh Emrich, Unai Rubio
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Jumbo Diset 2019
www.jumbo.eu

EVALUATION
Location majorities, card
drafting
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Familiar mechanisms *
Complex card interaction
via symbols * Includes rules
for three and four players
Compares to:
All games using card placement
for majorities at locations and card
drafting
Other editions:
Keymaster Games (en)

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

7+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Klaus-Jürgen Wrede
Artist: Heidsiek, Resch, Tisch
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Hans im Glück 2018
www.hans-im-glueck.de

EVALUATION
Tile placement and scoring
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: cn cz de dk en es fi fr
hu nl no se sk
In-game text: no
Comments:
Series Carcassonne Around
the World * Standard game
with very nice details * Few
simple rule changes * (c)
Image fehrmeister (BGG)
Compares to:
All other editions of Carcassonne
Other editions:
999 Games (nl), Bard Centrum Gier
(pl), Devir (es), Lautapelit (dk fi no
se), Mindok (cz sk), Piatnik (hu), Swan
Panasia (cn), Z-Man (en fr),
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PRESENTATION

CLEVER FIT / CLOUD MINE t

CLEVER FIT

HEALTHY MEAL - MANY POINTS
From your stock of food cards,
you assign six foodstuffs each
to three meals in turn. You place
scoring discs at the start of the
victory points track and of six
tracks category tracks - sugar,
fat, proteins, vegetables/fruit,
carbohydrates and liquids; all
tracks start with 0 or negative
values. You are dealt and then
draft nine cards. Then in turn,
each player plays a card and

7

advances the scoring discs accordingly. Sport cards are joker
for +1 in any category of your
choice.
After six cards, round I ends and
you score your positions on the
tracks for fat, protein, fruit/vegetables and carbohydrates: If
you are furthest advanced on a
track, furthest to the right, that
is, you score the highest value
noted for the category for your

CLOUD MINE

IMAGES IN CLOUDS

Clouds in the sky forming images, that you should describe
and guess, with the aim to collect most cloud cards. During
the game, players take up varying roles - one player is the daydreamer, on player is the Lookout, and all other players are
Spectators of the current round.
The Lookout of the round holds
a hand of 4-8 Cloud cards, depending on the number of play-

www.gamesjournal.at

8
ers, selects one of them and puts
them at the bottom of the stack
of his hand cards. Then the Daydreamer takes the stack, turns
it over and looks at the bottom
card. He thinks up a description
of the depicted cloud, comprising maximum five words, and
announces the description.
Then the selected card is shuffled with the other cards and all
cards in the stack are displayed

victory points track; the players
in second and third place score
the second- and third-highest
values. The discs for those categories go then back to start.
Then six cards are dealt to each
player and drafted together
with the left-over cards from
Round II, this time counterclockwise; then, in all players
again play one card in turn until six cards have been played.
Then you score fat, protein, fruit/
vegetables and carbohydrates
tracks as in round II; for round
III you are dealt three cards and
draft all six cards, this time clockwise again. When all six cards
have been played, you score all
categories and win with most
points from all three rounds.
A currently „hot“ topic, combined with a simple mechanism and an interesting scoring mechanism; the distinction
between Egg White and Protein
seems random, but facilitated
card category distribution. þ

INFORMATION

openly. The Spectators - all other players - in turn give a guess
on one of the cards. If the guess
is wrong, the card is turned over.
If the active spectator guessed
correctly, he wins the card and
all other, remaining open cards.
The Daydreamer takes all facedown cards. If nobody guesses
correctly, the Lookout takes
all cards, regardless if open or
face-down. When there are not
enough cards left in the draw
pile for a new round, you win
with most cards.
A very pretty game needing
imagination and creativity with
words, and providing a dilemma
for the Daydreamer - he needs a
lot of wrongly guessed cards,
but one correct guess to win
cards at all. The Lookout has not
much of a chance to actively
acquire cards, he can only hope
that the Daydreamer makes it
too difficult for the Spectators.
þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

7+

TIME:

35+

Designer: Brück, Kirps, Kruchten
Artist: Dovydas Čiuplys
Price: ca. 20 Euro
P.: Savas Takas / Logis 2018
www.logis.lt

EVALUATION
Nourishment, cards, collecting
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr es pt
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple rules * Interesting
scoring * Important topic
simply presented
Compares to:
Das Spiel mit dem Essen,
games on healthy eating
Other editions:
Mercurio (es pt)

PLAYERS:

3-8

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Albini, Chiacchiera
Artist: A. D‘Amico, D. Savini
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2018
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Guess, describe
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: cz de hu sk it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice, standard idea * Well
varied * Pretty cloud images * Simple rules
Compares to:
Cloud Knows and other
description games
Other editions:
Giochi Uniti (it)
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PRESENTATION

u CONCEPT KIDS TIERE / DER UNTERHÄNDLER

CONCEPT KIDS TIERE

PICTOGRAMS EXPLAIN ANIMALS
In this cooperative version of
Concept, children aged 4+, describe animals with the help of
pictograms in a way that the
adult(s) can guess the animals.
The pictograms represent environments, day or night activity,
friendly or aggressive, size, color,
pattern, number of legs, scales,
claws and many more traits. 110
cards of animals comprise cards
with a blue frame and cards with

4

a red frame; red frames denote
animals that are more difficult
or less well known; at the start
you should only use the cards
with blue frames.
The active adult guesser draws
a card and puts it unseen, with
the animal pointing towards the
children, into the card holder;
the children as explainers then
use the 16 marker frames, each
child in turn puts one of the

DER UNTERHÄNDLER

FREE HOSTAGES WITH NEGOTIATIONS
You select one of three hostage
taker cards in the core game and
prepare the starting situation
for this scenario - negotiator
board, hostages, main demands
of the abductor and maybe escape demands, both face-down
at the start of the game.
Each of the abductors introduces additional special rules to the
game. IN a round, you resolve
The Conversation = phase , The

22

Spend = acquisition phase and
The Terror = Escalation phase.
In the Conversation phase you
play Conversation cards from
your hand, either for a threat roll
or a Conversation Point; those
cards influence abductor and
situations. Card effects can give/
cost conversation points, raise/
reduce threat level, give/cost
dice to roll, free a hostage, kill a
hostage or terminate the con-
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frames on a pictogram representing one of the animal’s
traits. The children may assist
each other, but should of course
give out as little information as
possible. The guesser has any
many guesses as he wants, the
explainers can only give yes
or no for an answer. When all
frames have been used and
the animal was not guessed,
the card is set aside. When all
twelve pre-prepared cards have
been played, the team success is
checked against the track in the
rules, or the guesser with most
cards wins.
When playing with older children, you can swap roles, use
the red-framed cards, or one
player describes the animal
for all other players, who then
guess together.
Children as main players in a
family game! Pictograms are
very well designed, the selection of animals is well chosen
and suitable for the target age;
all in all, an attractive, challenging and very communicative
guessing game. þ

INFORMATION

versation phase; and they also
reveal abductor demands.
In The Spend phase you acquire
cards by spending Conversation
points.
In The Terror phase, you resolve
the top card of the Terror deck;
the last card of that deck is the
turning point, after which follows a final Conversation phase.
You win instantly when there
are no more hostages held in
the poo AND at least half of
them have been saved AND the
abductor has been killed or arrested. You lose instantly, if more
than half of the hostages are
dead OR the abductor escapes
OR you are out of Terror cards.
Five expansions introduce new
abductors, special conversation
cards, decision cards, Stockholm
syndrome, various locations and
support from additional negotiators.
An incredibly thrilling simulation, you try various strategies,
tear out your hair, hope for luck
in the threat rolls, try to countermand them and try to connect
to the current abductor. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

PLAYERS:

2-12

AGE:

4+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Rivollet, Beaujannot
Artist: Azagury, Vanmeerbeeck
Price: ca. 24 Euro
P.: Repos Productions 2018
www.asmodee.de

EVALUATION
non-verbal communication,
animals
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice selection of animals *
Cute graphics * Cooperation not dominant * Pictograms are self-explanatory
Compares to:
Concept
Other editions:
Asmodee (es), Repos (en fr), Rebel (pl)

PLAYERS:

1

AGE:

12+

TIME:

20+

Designer: A. J. Porfirio
Artist: atelier198 und Team
Price: ca. 29 Euro
Publisher: Frosted Games 2018
www.frostedgames.de

EVALUATION
Simulation, negotiation,
cards
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: cn de en es fr it
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Sensational simulation *
Difficult, but rewarding
* Three very different
hostage takers * Five
expansions
Compares to:
First game of its kind, negotiation
games for topic
Other editions:
Banana Games (cn), Cosmic Games
(it), Don’t Panic Games (fr), Last Level
(es), Van Ryder Games (en)
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PRESENTATION

DETECTIVE L.A. CRIMES / DIE QUACKSALBER VON QUEDLINBURG t

DETECTIVE L.A. CRIMES

THREE NEW CASES

As a detective, you solve cases
cooperatively, in a campaign of
five cases with decks of cards,
used as per instruction. As a
team you collect, always with
conferring, clues, information
and traces, but not everything
you find necessarily relates to
the current case, so keep copious notes. For witness statements, additional material,
person files etc. you use antar-

DIE QUACKSALBER VON
DIE KRÄUTERHEXEN
At the Quedlinburg Bazar,
quacks and charlatans brew
potions. Ingredients and ingredient books are displayed, the
board is prepared, and player
bags are equipped with ingredients. A prophecy card is revealed for the round and eventually resolved, and rat tails are
resolved. Then all draw ingredients from their bags and place
them into the cauldron accord-
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16
esdatabase.com, where you
also enter facts. After a given
number of days - for actions like
research, writing report, using
talent or agency tile, all using
up time, within normal shifts
and maybe overtime - you enter your final report on the site
and score answers and fitting
evidence.
In the expansion Detective L.A.
Crimes, the basic concept and

QUEDLINBURG
ing to their value - if the total of
white ones exceeds 7, the cauldron explodes. Chips of other
colors are resolved when drawn
or at the end of the round.
When all passed or were forced
to pass, the round is scored, and
rubies and bonuses are taken.
After nine rounds you win with
most points.
Die Kräuterhexen introduces
a new type of ingredient as

rules of the primary game remain. There are three new cases
for a campaign - set in Los Angeles in the 80ties - featuring
five new investigators with new
abilities. The set-up is done as
for the primary game, incorporating the components from the
new expansion. Three new daily
activities are: 1. Take a stress tile
and resolve action of a card - 2.
Make an instant decision - 3. Do
a surveillance. Reports can now
only be written at the police station. Clues, Time, Locations and
the Antares data base work as in
the primary game. Work time is
a new term, valid from 08:00 to
16:00. Two options for adjusting
the level of difficulty - New on
the Streets and Fearless Detective - are provided
The parallels to the primary
game cannot be mistaken in the
well-working expansion which
does not quite achieve the ingame-depth of the predecessor;
the new rules details, however,
are harmonious and playing detectives is still a lot of fun. þ

INFORMATION

well as three different types of
Herb Witches; there are overflow bowls and new ingredient
books plus components for a
5th player. The basic game flow
is the same, but there are now
sets 5 and 6 for ingredients, a
new Pumpkin book, and one
random witch of each type is
displayed. Now, three times
during the game you can ask
for the help of one of the three
witches on display, by discarding - in the correct phase - the
corresponding Hexenpfennig
that you received at the start.
When your cauldron is full, you
put additional chips into the
overflow bowl for victory points
at the end; color chips there do
not trigger book actions.
No major change for the core
game, but a solid and interesting addition; the Herb Witches
provide variety and a higher replay value; the chance element
is still strong and there is still
now clear winning strategy. If
you want to play the game with
five players, the Herb Witches
are a must have. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

PLAYERS:

1-5

AGE:

16+

TIME:

180+

Designer: I. Trzewiczek, M. Zaród
Artist: R. Szyma, M. Dembek
Price: ca. 30 Euro
P.: Pegasus Spiele / Portal Games 2019
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Detection, solve cases
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en pl ru
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Well-working expansions
* New cases in a new environment * Harmonious,
and well integrated new
rules details
Compares to:
Detective
Other editions:
Gaga Games (ru), Portal Games
(en, pl)

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Wolfgang Warsch
Artist: Dennis Lohausen
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2019
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
collect, “bag building”
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Well-made expansion *
Now for five players * Still
no clear winning strategy
Compares to:
Die Quacksalber von
Quedlinburg
Other editions:
999 Games (nl), Schmidt Spiele (en fr)
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PRESENTATION

u FLAMME ROUGE METEO / FORWARDER OF XANADU

FLAMME ROUGE METEO

WEATHER ALONG THE PISTE
Cycle race in Paris, you control
a Rouleur and a Sprinteur and
want to get one of them across
the finish line first. The race
takes place over rounds, comprising three phases: In the Energy phase, all draw four cards
simultaneously and play one
card each face-down for first
and second cyclist. In the Movement phase, you reveal those
cards and move the cyclists. In

8

the Final phase you remove previously played cards and resolve
slipstream effects – advance by
one additional square – and exhaustion – a driver behind a free
square receives an exhaustion
card as an energy card of value
2. Includes rules for alternate
track building, handicap and
mountain races.
In the Meteo expansion, weather becomes a major influence;

FORWARDER OF XANADU

SHIPPER IN BONTEN

In the alternate universe of
Bonten, new propellants have
triggered the Industrial Revolution, and trade is booming courtesy of large freight ships. This
boom, however, demands specialists that can transport and
deliver huge amount of freight
with expertise - this created the
new profession of Shipper.
The City of Hotan with its areas next to harbor is laid out;

24

standard and special orders
are stacked, three of each are
displayed as the market. As a
freight company you have four
of your own special abilities plus
two random ones.
Players in turn place one worker
- to receive goods, resolve the
indicated number of actions - or
pass, Commodities are added
any way to those already in
place. Action options are: Ship:
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each marker influences all six
squares of the track tile it is
assigned to. Seven out of 13
weather markers are randomly
and open-faced placed, one on
each of the straight track tiles;
the corresponding standees for
Cross-, Head- and Tailwind and
Storm/Wet - are placed next to
the track tile: Crosswind - no
slipstreaming; Tailwind - you
draw five instead of four energy
cards; Headwind - you draw
three cards instead of four; Wet
- if you end your movement on
such a case and lost movement
points due to being blocked,
you must resolve a crash: Your
pawn is laid sideways, put upright again in the next turn and
loses 2 units card value. Ascents
is not influenced by the crash
rule, but needs playing of minimum value 7.
All in all, a nice addition to
Flamme Rouge, that does not
provide a major extensions but
provides, especially with Wet/
Storm - additional challenges
and a bit more tactic, as you
definitely not want to crash. þ

INFORMATION

Move a commodity to an adjacent region, depending on storage capacity. Refine: Upgrade
a commodity, in Hotan or your
own branch officer. Market:
Complete an order to receive
points and share marker, or Dailies : complete an order without
receiving a share marker. When
all workers are placed or all
have passed,, the round ends
with company upgrades - you
remove a proxy worker from a
respective position on tracks for
Storage, Transport, Upgrade or
Abilities on the company board,
the worker can be used once.
After round III, you score share
majorities, after round Vi, at the
end of the game, company bonuses and share majorities.
Three action options and none
of them can be completely
blocked in your turn - an unusual detail in a worker placement
game without optimization; the
big frustration does not happen
because there is always something rewarding to to. A game
that you should try out if the
chance presents itself. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

8+

TIME:

45+

Designer: A. H. Granerud
Artist: J. Kasanen, O. Hiekkala
Price: ca. 10 Euro
P.: Lautapelit / Stronghold Games 2018
www.strongholdgames.com

EVALUATION
Cycle Racing
Users: For families
Version: en
Rules: en fr hu it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Well-made addition *
Shrink-wrapped, no big
box * Co-production Lautapelit/Stronghold * EAN +
Stock # Stronghold
Compares to:
Flamme Rouge, Cycle race games
Other editions:
Gigamic (fr), HOT Games (nl), Playagame Edizioni (it), Reflexshop (hu)

PLAYERS:

3-5

AGE:

14+

TIME:

120+

Designer: kuro
Artist: Team
Price: ca. 45 Euro
P.: Manifest Destiny / Japon Brand 2018
www.japonbrand.com

EVALUATION
Worker placement, economics
Users: For experts
Version: multi
Rules: en jp
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Well-written rules with
Comics extra * Worker
Placement without real
scarcity * Proxy workers are
an interesting detail
Compares to:
Worker Placement with economics
topic
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

GIZMOS / HEROES OF LAND, AIR & SEA t

GIZMOS

SPECTACULAR INVENTIONS
Scientists construct Gizmos, or,
more closely, spectacular inventions of bizarre purposes. Gizmo
cards as templates for the inventions are displayed, such
cards under your player board
are deemed to be active. In an
equally spectacular dispenser,
you have 52 energy marbles in
six colors; six random marbles
form the energy display. Player
dashboards have areas for plac-

ing upgrade, converter, file, pick
and build gizmos, and show
starting values for storage limit,
file limit and research amount.
In your turn, you have one action out of four options: File
- Take a Gizmo card from the display into your own archive area;
Pick - take an energy marble
from the row at the dispenser
and put it into your own energy
ring; Build - Construct a Gizmo

HEROES OF LAND, AIR & SEA

WAR IN AUGHMOORE!
The land has lost its magic and
its wealth; four factions of the
realm turn against each other - Humans, Orcs, Elves and
Dwarves. You start the game as
one of those for factions, commanding one warrior and two
serfs, and want to expand your
realm.
For this purpose, you explore
the territory, expand your work
force, fortify your army and build
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your capital - by clever selection
of action, exploitation, war and
resources management. Using
expansion, recruiting and war
enables you to acquire access to
advantages and victory points.
A round of the game comprises
three phases: Action selection you place two action markers
on action slots and can to the
action once per round, unless
spell or ability modify this. Ac-

from the display or from your
own archive by discarding energy marbles and taking the card
and putting into the respective
area below your dashboard; Research - You draw Gizmo cards
according to your research
amount from one of the three
Level decks and select one to
File or Build.
Gizmos that have been built
have effects; actions trigger
them, each Gizmo can be used
once in your turn. If someone
has build four Gizmos of Level
III or a total of 16 Gizmos, you
score - at the end of the round active Gizmos and acquired victory point markers.
Seems like a standard set collecting mechanism at the start,
but relatively quickly your active
Gizmos start to interact for thrilling, challenging and very efficient chain reaction, resulting in
explosive results, very often for
a fast end of the game. Clever,
unusual and of high replay allure. þ

INFORMATION

tion options are recruit unit,
build, research or scribe spell,
tax or various command actions. Collection - Acquisition of
resources based on controlled
regions, draw a spell card. End
of Round - Remove tokens and
serfs from action bar, rotate
scribes spells that were cast.
If one of the X-Objectives is
achieved - eXplore, all exploration markers are revealed; eXpand, all serfs and warriors of
a player are in play; eXploit,
three towers of a player are in
play, and eXterminate, someone has destroyed an opposing
capital - the round is completed
and then another full round is
played. After that, you win with
most VP from buildings, towers,
units, spells, occupied regions,
etc. This triggering cannot be
revised.
A standard topic with well-used
mechanisms, but interesting
details, featuring a plethora of
information, components and
options, as well as very beautiful
design. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Phil Walker-Harding
Artist: Team
Price: ca. 30 Euro
P.: CMON / Asmodee 2019
www.asmodee.de

EVALUATION
Set collecting, enginebuilding
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: cn de en es fr hu it
kr pl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Sturdy marble dispenser
* Short duration * Little
direct interaction * Wellworking engine-builder
Compares to:
Century Die Gewürzstraße, Potion
Explosion
Other editions:
Asmodee (it), BoardM Factory (kr),
Broadway Toys (cn), CMON (en, fr)
Delta Vision (hu), Edge Entertainment
(es), Portal Games (pl)

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

14+

TIME:

120+

Designer: Scott Almes
Artist: McIver, Rosenthaler
Price: ca. 105 Euro
Publisher: Gamelyn Games 2018
www.gamelyngames.com

EVALUATION
4X
Users: For experts
Version: en
Rules: en
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Extensive setup * Lots of
component * Complex
rules, many options
Compares to:
Other 4X Games
Other editions:
Gamelyn deluxe (en)
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u HEUL DOCH! MAU MAU / KAKERLACARD

HEUL DOCH! MAU MAU

AVOID TOO MANY ONIONS!
Place cards for victory points
or give them to your neighbor,
because it’s mandatory! There
are cards 1-7, twice in seven colors; one open card begins your
stack, and you have four cards
in hand.
As the active player, you must
play a card - either on your own
stack in case of correlation in
number or value with the top
card in your stack, or must put it

8

on the stack of one of your two
neighbors in case of a correlation with one of their stack. As
an alternative to giving away a
card, you can always put a card
from your hand on your stack,
onion backside up, and then,
in the next turn, put down any
card on it provided it does not
fit a neighbor’s stack. When all
cards have been played, you
count your onions; the result an-

KAKERLACARD

SAVE YOUR COCKROACHES FROM THE COOK
Cockroaches fest on leftover
crumbs in the sink; but when
the cook enters the kitchen,
they flee and must be saved
from the cook.
The game features 72 cutlery
cards, 19 cook cards and 13 reward cards. Each player is dealt
one hideout card secretly; the
color of the hideout card determines the color of “his” cockroaches for the current round.

26

5

A reward card is laid out, the
cutlery cards and cook cards are
shuffled and arranged as a random heap face-down around
the reward card.
In turn, you reveal a card from
the heap, using only one hand:
Cutlery cards with or without
cockroach are put back openly;
cooks are set aside and counted. When the third cook is set
aside, the game gets frantic -
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nuls all cards of that value or, in
case of a result higher than 7, all
7 are annulled and also all supplementary cards for the result,
for instance all Sevens and Ones
in case of eight onions.
Twelve special cards are provided for a variant; you play them
instead of a number card, but
on a separate stack: Katapult whoever has the highest card
on their stack, discards it to the
catapult. Strandtuch - you swap
your top card with that of another player, even an onion. Karussell - all players hand their top
card to the left or to the right, as
designated by yourself. Werwolf
- all players, you included, turn
over their top card to an onion.
A cute game and a really beautifully annoying game, oh pardon, fit for crying game! I have
forgotten how many onions I
have in my stack and cannot
count them! NO, I do not want
to hand over my 5, cry, cry.
Nicely naughty fun and a good
filler! þ

INFORMATION

each player tries to be first to
collect all his cockroaches. You
take your open cockroaches as
fast as you can and then continue to search, until you have
collected all four cockroaches.
Cards showing cooks or cutlery
without cockroaches or cockroaches of opposing colors are
simply put back. If you have collected all your cockroaches first,
you take the reward card of the
round.
All hand their hideout card to
the left and so have a new color
of cockroaches to save for the
new round. All Cook and cutlery cards are shuffled together
again and heaped around a new
reward card. If you are first to
collect three reward cards, you
win the game.
A fast little game featuring the
well-liked cockroach topic;
there are easy rules, a lot of frantic searching with a little bit of
memory applied to remember
the location of your open cockroaches, and of course lots of
fun in a game that also is good
as a simple family game. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

PLAYERS:

3-6

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Leo Colovini
Artist: Marek Bláha
Price: ca. 9 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2019
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Card collecting
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute annoyance game *
Simple, easy rules * Good
filler game
Compares to:
Mau Mau and other card
shedding/collecting games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

5+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Inka & Markus Brand
Artist: Jantner, Kösler, Kinetic
Price: ca. 7 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2018
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Cards, action
Users: For children
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Part of the “Kakerla” series *
Plays quickly * Simple rules
Compares to:
All spot-and-grab games
Other editions:
Currently none
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KENSINGTON / LÄNDER DER WELT t

KENSINGTON

ROYAL RESIDENCES

Constructing houses in London - you select a color and
start with a door and a storage
unit for two parts, in that color,
and one bonus chip on the
storage board. There are parts
with a beige backside, with or
without diamond marking, and
parts with a brown backside.
Parts show windows in yellow
or black, or only show bricks or
bricks and roof. Some of the roof

8
parts show a bird, and some
wall parts a cat.
You take one part from stock
- beige backs are free, brown
ones cost a bonus chip - or from
an opposing storage, cost one
bonus chip. If you own four
chips, you must spend one!
Then you build: Next to a door
or another part, the new part
and/or from storage, so, maximum three parts in a turn, ad-

LÄNDER DER WELT

RED-WHITE-GREEN - ITALY OR HUNGARY?
51 country cards name the
country, show its flag and its
corresponding number on the
summary board, name the capital and show the geographic
position of the country by a
number that is repeated on the
map of the world featured on
the big board. Each player is
given a summery board showing country flags and their numbers.

www.gamesjournal.at

8

The left neighbor of the active
player gives the clues - if the
pawn of the active player sits
on a slot showing a symbol for
flag, capital or geographical position, the corresponding clue
is named first. On cases with a
dice symbol, the die is rolled - it
shows the three symbols with
different numbers; the clue
numbered #1 is given first. If the
slot shows two faces, the left

jacent to a door or parts already
placed. A part with windows
must, with one edge, border
a part with windows of the
same color or a door or a wall
without windows or a roof. You
cannot build above a roof and
doors can only be added to the
ground floor, and gaps are not
allowed. If you place a window
part with a diamond marking,
you earn a bonus chip. If nobody can build anymore or if
the allover 7th roof part showing
a bird - all birds count, if built or
in storage - is drawn, you score
vertical rows of windows, doors
and levels under roofs as well as
all cats in your building. If your
house is completely covered by
a roof, you score one point per
vertical row in the house.
Kensington is a very attractive
family game; the graphic design
fits the title exactly. The mechanisms and rules are simple and
the shapes of the parts are varied enough to offer lots of option for constructing buildings
that will yield a good score. þ

INFORMATION

neighbor decides which clue
he gives first. If you guess the
country correctly after maximum three clues, you move 3-21 slots for 1-2-3 clues needed. I
If someone moves again on or
over the starting slot, you win at
the end of the round if you are
furthest ahead.
f your guess is wrong, you do
not advance your pawn and
are given a joker card. If you collected two joker cards, you must
discard them and are given a
country that was already played
to be guessed again; the card is
drawn from the discard pile.
The game features a colorful selection of games, some of them
will be a challenge for players
ages eight. To recognize Madagascar from its flag would be
an amazing feat that has more
than earned the three points
score! The repeat joker is a very
good idea and the instructional
effect of the game is vey high,
as is the fun to play. The game
is more a family game, but can
work for elder children playing
alone, too. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Team Cielo d’Oro
Artist: Kinetic
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Piatnik 2019
www.piatnik.com

EVALUATION
Tile placement, house
construction
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: cz de en fr hu it pl sk
In-game text: no
Comments:
Simple mechanisms *
Good rules with examples
* Beautiful graphics suiting
the topic
Compares to:
All tile placement games with house
building topic
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Team Haba
Artist: Thies Schwarz
Price: ca. 25 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2018
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Geography
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition * Good, big
board * Well-structured
country cards * Older kids
can play alone
Compares to:
Terra Kids Länder der Welt,
Globalissimo
Other editions:
Currently none; 2009 Terra Kids
Länder der Welt, Haba
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u LEGENDARY FORESTS / MAU MAU DAS BRETTSPIEL

LEGENDARY FORESTS

DRYADS, LEAVES AND RUNES
As Dryads, players create forests.
You have a set of 25 tiles with a
leaves or grass front and monochromatic back. Leaf segments
carry half a rune at their edges.
You place your starting tile as
start for the forest and shuffle
your set face-down. One player
is the architect; he sets aside five
tiles of his set face-down and
stacks the rest. All others display
their stock of tiles openly, sorted

8

by numbers, if possible. The architect turns over his top tile
and all other players take this
tile from their set, then all players add the tile to their forest,
edges of tiles must correspond.
Two rune halves form a complete rune. Areas of the same
color of leaves that only contain
complete runes, are considered
to be closed; areas with rune
halves in them are considered

MAU MAU DAS BRETTSPIEL

PLACING CARDS INSTEAD OF SHEDDING
Mau Mau not played with cards
only, but on a game board - not
to shed your cards is the aim,
but to place them on the board
to collect points with them.
Players select one side of the
double-sided board; all cards
are put in the middle face-down
in several heaps. One random
card is placed for a starting card,
each player draws five cards
for his rack. You place a card in

28

8

turn, next to a card already there
and corresponding to this card
in either color or value, or you
place a joker card. Next to a
joker, you must place a card that
corresponds to the card placed
previous to the joker card in this
row. If you cannot place a card,
you draw a card. If you are down
to one card, you say “Mau” or
draw a card. If you place your
last card, you say “Mau Mau” or
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to be open.
After placing a tile with a red
number, all players can place
a tree from stock - in it are two
trees per color per player - in
an area of the tree color. When
19 tiles have been placed, you
score areas with trees - a closed
area scores, regardless if there
are one or several trees in it, two
points for each complete rune,
and an open area scores one
point per complete rune.
Legendary Forests is a mix of
Carcassonne and Take it Easy. All
mechanisms are standard and
used in many games; only details vary. As all games of Japanese origin, the game is a visual
delight, but there are flaws - two
examples show the same text.
The open stocks of tiles allow
for some planning as you can
see what might appear, but take
care! Five tiles will not come into
play! The architect must check
the stock displays of other players for information on what
might be in the offing. þ

INFORMATION

draw a card.
Additional special cards are: +2 the next player draws two cards;
Stop - the next player passes,
and Pass card - you hand a card
to the next player. There are also
board cases whose effects are
triggered when you place a card
on them - Score 1 point or All but
you draw a card or You discard a
card or Tower. After the first card
on a tower, you put cards ON
the tower cases, only cards that
correspond in value or symbol
to the top card on the tower
case, for points.
Otherwise, you score for correlations in color AND value or for a
„Mau Mau“. The game does not
end in case of a “Mau Mau”, by
the way but you play until the
board is full and win with most
points.
Easy and simple like Mau Mau,
fun like Mau Mau, and overall a
little bit more tactical than Mau
Mau - all in all a very nice und
fun version of an evergreen card
game or mechanism. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Toshiki Sato
Artist: Biboun, Allison Machepy
Price: ca. 20 Euro
P.: Iello / Hutter Trade 2019
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Place tile, score areas
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en fr jp
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard mechanisms *
Some details vary * Disadvantage for the tiles dealer
Compares to:
Carcassonne, Take it Easy
and games with identical
templates for all players
Other editions:
Iello (en fr), Sato Familie (jp)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Artist: Fiore GmbH
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Noris Spiele 2019
www.noris-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Placement for points
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice variant * Mau Mau flair
is kept * Very simple family
game
Compares to:
Mau Mau The Card Game
Other editions:
Currently none
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MEINE ERSTEN SPIELE / MISSION: CHEESE! t

MEINE ERSTEN SPIELE

BEIM KINDERARZT

With the help of the young patients in the surgery, players
learn how a visit with the doctor
goes and what you can spot in a
surgery if you are allowed to assist the pediatrician treating patients. The most frequently used
Instruments - represented by
sturdy carbon pieces for creme,
syringe, medicine bottle, plaster
storage and thermometer - are
hidden under covers represent-

2
ing storage cupboard and doctor’s bag; spoon and stickers for
creme and plasters are set out
and patient board is displayed.
Each patient board shows a
child - the background information tells what the symptoms
are - and also shows the instruments necessary for treatment.
The active player lifts bag or
cupboard and checks for the
current instrument, if he sus-

MISSION: CHEESE!

MOUSE VERSUS GRANNY & CAT
Once again, mice collect cheese,
need to be faster than Granny
and to beware the cat! The
house providing a track for
Granny at the box edge and a
track for the mouse around the
dice roof is set up and the dice
roof put on top; the task cards
are set out. All cheese portions
are on the cat plate and the
mouse plate is empty.
You throw the die into the roof;
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it rolls out through one of the
doors and indicates the number of steps that the mouse can
advance. If it reaches a cheese
case, you resolve a task - name
an item in the card color, or draw
the depicted shape on the back
of another player with your finger, he must guess the shape,
or you imitate the depicted animal and the other players must
guess the animal - and, if you

pects that this instrument is
hidden there. When the correct
storage place was lifted and
the instrument found, the item
image is covered with a bear
token and the successful player
also takes a bear token. When all
instruments on the board carry
a bear token, it is set aside and
the next patient board comes
into play. When all patients have
been treated, the child with
most bear tokens wins. As an
alternative, you can simulate a
day in the surgery, telling the
story and illustrating it with the
instruments.
A very simple role game with a
memo mechanism, featuring
an important topic. The details
are nice, there are even stickers
for dabs of cream and sticking
plasters that you can place on
the patient boards if necessary.
When several children play, you
can let them be patient and
doctor or doctor’s assistant in
free play, either with or without
the story as basis. þ

INFORMATION

succeed, receive the indicated
number of cheese portions for
the mouse plate.
Arriving on a Granny case, you
move Granny one step towards
the door; on the arrow case you
roll again. If you end up on the
cat case or if the die rolls out
of the cat door, you put back a
cheese portion to the cat plate.
When players manage to collect
all ten cheese portions on the
mouse plate before Granny has
reached the door, players win
together. If, however, Granny
reaches her door before that,
Granny wins.
In the team version, each team
keeps cheese portions earned
by successfully completing
tasks; when the cat plate is empty, the team with most cheese
wins; if Granny reaches the door
first, she wins.
A very well-used standard topic
has been nicely repacked here;
mechanisms are standard, too,
and the dice roof is a nice detail.
Worth mentioning is the clear,
clean-cut graphic design, eminently suitable for children. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

2+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Annemarie Wolke
Artist: Sandy Thißen
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2019
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Info, roles, memo
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Important topic for children * Simple mechanisms
* Good supplement story *
Can be used for free play
Compares to:
Very simple memo and
info games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

4+

TIME:

20+

Designer: not named
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 20 Euro
P.: Goula / Jumbo Diset 2019
www.goula.es

EVALUATION
Roll & move, collect
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: ca de en es fr it nl pt
In-game text: no
Comments:
Attractive design * Familiar
topic * Standard mechanisms * Nice details
Compares to:
Roll & move games with
tasks and dice
Other editions:
Currently none
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u MONSIEUR CARROUSEL / MUNCHKIN QUEST BIG BOX

MONSIEUR CARROUSEL

ALL KIDS WANT TO RIDE THE CAROUSEL
Twelve kids want a ride on the
carousel, before it closes down
for the days due to rain. The
wooden carousel with circular
slots over one of six double-sided image sheets in varying degrees of difficulty is assembled
and placed on the board. The
board is divided into two weather zones, has slots in the zones
for sun rays and rain drops and
depicts Monsieur Carrousel

4

pointing his hand towards the
wooden carousel.
The active player roll the day,
selects a child disc and puts
on a free slot in the die color
in the carrousel; all memorize
the image now covered by the
disc. When all slots of the color
indicated by the die are taken,
you spin the carrousel and put
the child on the slot indicated
by Monsieur Carrousel’ s arm.

MUNCHKIN QUEST BIG BOX

DAS MUNCHKIN BRETTSPIEL
Kill monsters, steal treasure and
stab your friends in the back!
This simple and successful concept comes new in a new edition
in a combo box featuring the primary game and two expansions.
Room after room, a dungeon
materializes; you behave as a
hero does, and take a peep behind every door. For power and
treasures, you fight monsters or
deviate them to your opponents.

30

Resurrection of killed heroes
happens automatically, fleeing
the room is always a tactical option, as is dying voluntarily.
If you want it in detail - this is
your turn: You draw a DxM Card,
move and can - within this move
- explore, fight, make deals or
explore rooms. At the end, you
hand out, if necessary, your surplus hand cards as a Charitable
Donation to the player or play-
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If this slot is occupied, too, you
must name the image hiding
underneath and place part of a
sun ray if you are correct - you
must always complete a sun ray
before you can begin another
one; if you are wrong, you place
a raindrop.
If you were able to place a disc,
you spin the carrousel and then
place, depending on the weather zone in which the current
child disc now sits, sun ray or
raindrop. When only one child
is missing on the carousel, the
active player can roll twice to
achieve the necessary color for
placement. When all children
are placed before all raindrops
slots are filled, all win together.
A very beautiful game featuring
an attractive mix of mechanism;
spinning the carousel even allows for a teeny weeny bit of
tactic if you manage to dose the
momentum and thus maybe
avoid placement of a raindrop.
The varying length of sun ray
pieces is another clever detail!
þ

INFORMATION

ers of the lowest level. And then
a monster enters the scene! All
else depends in your whim and
the cards in your hand. To win
the game you must achieve level
10 and defeat a boss monster.
When all players are dead at the
same time the monsters win.
Munchkin Quest 2 Jetzt wird aufgeräumt expansion features
components for a 5th and 6th
player; rooms can be genderspecified for men or women; in
new littered corridors you can
find gold; trap cards are hiding
in the monster stack and effect
every Munchkin drawn into the
trap.
Mortale Portale, the second
expansion, features one new
double-sided room - Laboratory
/ Tavern - as well as 10 Deus Es
Munchkin cards and one treasure card. There are new rainbow
portals that fit everywhere and
new rules for portals from A to B.
Thundering great fun! Charge
at everything with a roar, even
the miniature spider in the tomb
with a fighting power of +5 in
there! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

PLAYERS:

AGE:

1-6

4+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Sara Zarian
Artist: A. Etienne, A. Machepy
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Loki 2019
www.loki-kids.com

EVALUATION
Cooperation, memo,
dexterity
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Amazing components *
Good mix of mechanisms
Compares to:
Cooperative memo games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

12+

TIME:

150+

Designer: Steve Jackson
Artist: John Kovalic
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2019
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Satire, dungeon crawl
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: yes
Comments:
New edition of the primary
game * Expansions also
individually published
earlier * Ingenious satirical
dungeon crawl
Compares to:
Munchkin Quest and Munchkin card
games
Other editions:
Munchkin Quest, 2009
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ORBIS / OTRIO t

ORBIS

PYRAMID-SHAPED UNIVERSES
Hex tiles are laid out to form
pyramids, representing universes. Each player creates his own
universe from 15 tiles placed in
given arrangements - five rows
of 5-4-3-2-1 tiles, the top tile is
a god - and you win at the end
with most creation points in
your pyramid.
In your turn you take a tile from
the display on the table - or
take - once per game - one of

the god tiles for a points bonus
and possible other effects. In
Row 1 you can place tiles of any
color in any order, but always
adjacent to another tile. From
Row 2, you put a tile on top of
two other tiles, the color of the
new tile must correspond to the
color of one of the tiles below. A
row need not be complete to let
you begin a new, higher row. If
you take a god, you set it down

OTRIO

OH, THREE IN A ROW
A game board has 21 cases, nine
middle ones and 12 in four rows
along the edges. Each case has
three dents for a pin and two
rings. There are three trio pawns
in four colors of one pin and two
concentric rings each, size-wise
those pieces represent small
-medium - big. Aim of the game
is to form an Otrio of three pawn
parts of the same color - pin +
two rings in one case, or a row
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8
of three part pieces of the same
size in three adjacent cases, or a
row of three part pieces in three
sizes in ascending = descending
order in adjacent cases.
At the start, all pawns of a color
sit in one of the edge rows; in a
two-player game game, each
player selects colors opposite
to each other; in a three- or
four-player game, you use one
color; in a three-player game,

openly.
If you take a landscape tile, you
place worshippers in the color
of the tile you want to take onto
tiles adjacent to it, take worshippers on your chosen tile for
your stock - maximum 10 at any
point - and pay for the tile as indicated, with worshippers from
your stock, put the tile into your
pyramid and resolve its effect. If
you cannot pay for the tile or do
not want to pay, you turn the tile
over to the wilderness side, this
will incur a penalty point at the
end of the game.
After 15 rounds you win with
most Creation points from your
pyramid, the god tile and temple markers from tile effects.
Sounds like standard tile placement for points, but is absolutely not standard - the interrelation of preparing, taking and
using worshippers for payment
becomes more intriguing and
difficult with every tile - an attractive challenge demanding
intense planning. þ

INFORMATION

the pawns of the fourth color
remain in the edge row.
Placers alternate turns in clockwise direction to place one part
of a pawn in one of the nine
middle cases; a piece that was
placed cannot be relocated; if
you cannot place a piece, you
pass your turn. To form an Otrio you can only utilize the nine
middle cases of the board, the
cases in the edge rows are only
storage space for the pieces. In
a game of two players, you can
of course win with each of your
colors.
In a variant for a game of two
players you can prohibit using
the middle case.
Definitely not a new concept or
idea, so the rules are rather concise. The components are attractive, colors and sizes are easily
and clearly identified due to the
fixed positions; however, in a
game of four players, the board
gets colorful! If you do not own
an x-in-a-row game yet, Otrio
provides a well-made variant of
the principle. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Tim Armstrong
Artist: Davide Tosello
Price: ca. 37 Euro
P.: Space Cowboys / Asmodee 2018
www.asmodee.de

EVALUATION
Tile placement
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr jp kr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard topic * Highly
challenging payment
mechanism * Needs
intense planning
Compares to:
Tile placement for points
optimization
Other editions:
Happy Baobab (kr), Hobby Japan
(jp), Rebel (pl), Space Cowboys (en,
es, fr, en/fr)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Brady Peterson
Artist: not named
Price: ca. 31 Euro
P.: Spin Master / Marbles Brain Workshop 2018
www.spinmaster.com

EVALUATION
Abstract, positioning
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: en fr de es
In-game text: no
Comments:
Purely abstract * Good for
two players * Spin Master
edition
Compares to:
Quarto, other games about
x-in-a-row
Other editions:
Marbles: Brain Workshop (en es de fr)
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PRESENTATION

u OVERLOAD / PANDORIA

OVERLOAD

OPTIMIZE LOAD WITHOUT OVERLOADING
Playing pieces transport rings
from start to finish, you are
tasked to make the load as big
as you can to get the best possible number of rings to the finish in one run, but you must not
overload a piece. Load up your
pieces as much as you can, but
don‘t overload them.
You have two pieces are at the
start of the track and you decide how many rings you put on

8

them. As the active player, you
roll a die and move any one of
your pieces, having introduced
both of them into the track
from the starting case first. If
you overtake a piece, your own
or an opposing one, this piece
receives a ring from stock; if you
end your move on a case with
any other piece, you decide if
you take ring from this figure
for your piece or give a ring to it

PANDORIA

NEW LANDS, NEW NEIGHBORS
Pandoria - the new home for
elves, mages, humans, halflings
and dwarfs after a goblin attack. As leaders of the people
you expand the land and place
pawns for resources; resources
are used to build monuments
and buildings for advantages in
the game, once-only used spells
and for new cards from the market. Completed cities and surplus resources provide glory.

32

The active player has five actions in given sequence: 1.
Place a double tile or one of two
castles; if you complete an area,
you remove pawns in it, but not
from castle or ship. 2. Place or
take back a pawn - one per case,
only into non-completed areas;
the leader is placed last. 3. Play a
card or build monument - costs
for a card are paid in wood for
buildings or in crystals for spells;
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from your piece. If a piece would
have to take the 9th ring, it is
overloaded and goes back to
start without scoring and begins
again, loaded as you choose. For
overloading of opposing pieces
and each ring that you take to
the finish, you score one point;
the piece begins another run
with a load of your choice. If you
are first to collect 40, 25 or 30
points in case of 3, 4 or 5 players, you win. On the back sides
of the track tiles you find cases
with special actions; at the beginning, you decide if and how
many of those back sides you
want to play with. Actions are:
+ᴑ or -ᴑ = Receive or discard a
ring; +/- = Move your piece one
step forward or backwards, using the rules for overtaking and
pieces on the same case; - x2 =
Actions of the case are doubled.
A very nice idea and exactly the
right mix of chance, tactic and
interactions; thanks to simple
rules it is quickly explained and
quickly played. þ

INFORMATION

the spell is effective instantly
and only once, buildings from
now provide their effects. With
monuments you overbuild
buildings. 4. Scoring and buying
of cards. When an area is complete, all players with pawns
adjacent to this area score the
area: Number of resources in
it x number of your adjacent
pawns. 5. Draw a double tile, if
you played one. If this is not possible, you win at the end of the
round with most points after a
final scoring of cards in hand
and left-over resources.
An exceedingly clever game
that turns around standard
mechanisms, for instance scoring pawns adjacent to a completed area instead of pawns
in the area. Rivalry and interaction are indirect but intense
- no attacks but only irritating
additions to the land. Despite
sequential play you are always
“in it” and keep adjusting your
plans. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

PLAYERS:

AGE:

3-5

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Wolfgang Riedl
Artist: Schiffer, designstudio1.de
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Schmidt Spiele 2019
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
Roll & move, deliver
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Very cute idea * Simple
rules * Short duration
Compares to:
Roll & move games with
delivery goals
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

90+

Designer: Allers, Eisenstein
Artist: L. Siegmon, C. Opperer
Price: ca. 45 Euro
Publisher: Irongames 2018
www.irongames.de

EVALUATION
Development
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Lots of interaction * Indirect
aggression from terrain
development * Rules for
beginners, partners, family
and regular game
Compares to:
Kingdom Builder, other neighborrivalry games
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

PATCHWORK EXPRESS / POLLY PUDEL t

PATCHWORK EXPRESS

QUICK QUILTING

Patchwork is a sophisticated
area filling game in which you
combine patch tiles to a quilt,
each player has his own board
for his personal quilt or blanket. Buttons are money to buy
patches, but also victory points
at the end; gaps in the blanket
incur hefty penalties and the essential element of the game is
the balance between collecting
buttons and buying patches.

6
In Patchwork express, the simplified version of Patchwork, you
play basically with the rules of
Patchwork: The active player
is the player last on the time
track, he can be active several
times in a row. The active player
can advance and take buttons
or add patches and advance.
For taking buttons you place
the time marker on the case in
front of the opponent and take

POLLY PUDEL

MATCHING DOG REARS TO FRONTS
A lot of dogs are gamboling
on the meadow in the park; all
owners want to exercise their
darlings at the same time, and
as many dogs are confusingly
similar to each other, chaos
reigns, and owners need help to
find their pets.
Photos of 25 dogs are stacked
face-down, paw side up. 25 additional tiles show hind quarters
of dogs on the front side, and on

www.gamesjournal.at

5

the back you find the same dog
pictures that are on the photos
in the face-down stack. The hind
quarter tiles are laid out, hind
quarters visible, in a 5x5 grid.
The top dog photo is revealed;
if you find the corresponding
hind quarter for this dog, you
put your bone on it. If several
players want to put their bone
on the same hind quarter tile,
the fastest one can do so and

a button for each case that you
crossed. To acquire a patch, you
put the pawn on the patch, pay
the price and put the patch on
your quilt board. The time track
provides special patches - six
leather patches that you receive
when crossing or entering the
respective cases - and scorings
for buttons on patches on the
quilt board. When both time
markers have reached the finish,
you score buttons on patches
minus empty cases on the quilt
board. In this version, the blue
patches come into play, when
only five patches are left, and
are placed behind the pawn.
The 7x7 special tile and its bonus do not appear in Patchwork
express .
No patchwork, but a well-made
simplified version of the mechanisms from Patchwork - the
time/turn mechanism and the
balance buttons versus patches
provide a challenging game for
casual gamers. þ

INFORMATION

the other players can decide if
they want to place their bone on
another hind quarter tile.
Then the hind quarter tiles under
all bones are turned over to the
full photo side and compared to
the photo from the stack. If you
found the correct dog, you take
the photo from the stack. If the
correct dog was not identified,
the photo goes underneath
the stack. In both cases, all tiles
in the grid are turned back over
to show the hind quarter side.
To identify the correct dogs you
can check color, ears and tail of
the dogs. When all photos have
been taken you win with most
of them, either counted or laid
out to form the longest row.
A cute and funny idea, easy to
play and graphically very nice;
the dogs and their hind quarters
are prettily drawn. There are five
dogs of each color, and ears, tail
and color are different enough
to distinguish between hind
quarters easily. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

PLAYERS:

2

AGE:

6+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Artist: atelier198
Price: ca. 18 Euro
Publisher: Lookout Spiele 2018
www.lookout-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Area filling
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en es nl pl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Well-made adaptation *
Central elements are in
place * Very good for casual
gamers
Compares to:
Patchwork, area filling
games
Other editions:
999 Games (nl), Lacerta (pl), Lookout
(en), Maldito Games (es)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

5+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Jean-Francois Rochas
Artist: Oliver Freudenreich
Price: ca. 7 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2019
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Spot, react
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute, sweet drawings * Dog
hind quarters
Compares to:
All spot-and-react games
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u PREHISTORY / PURZELBAUM

PREHISTORY

LIFE IN THE STONE AGE
Food reserves are depleted,
tribes looks for new areas to
settle; you acquire and administrate food and other resources. Every player holds a player
board with a Weather tile; the
central board shows six Pricing
tiles in six action areas.
In a round, you resolve phases:
Winter, from round 2; a new Pricing tile is used, slots for fishing
and gathering are replenished

and the remaining hunting and
ceremony cards are discarded
and replaced by five new cards
each. Spring: You rotate your
Rotate Weather tile by one position, take the corresponding resources and can then use them
to do, in turn, one of the six actions from the central Pricing
tile, or pass. Summer - Resources
cubes on the trilith bases are
moved to the final plinth and

PURZELBAUM

NUTS TUMBLING DOWN
A game on the course of the
seasons, on harvesting and collecting stores. Spring is simulated by setting up the tree and
placing the leaves on it. The
placing of the nuts on the tree
represents the ripening of fruits
during the summer. In autumn,
the ripe nuts are tumbling off
the tree and are hidden for winter, and then winter they are
searched for and dug up.

34

6

The active player lifts a meadow
disc and tries to push a nut into
the now open hole with the
help of the tree leaf behind the
nut. If you succeed, you receive
the leaf and put down the disc
on the hole, snowy winter side
up. if not, you close the hole
with the disc again, winter side
up, too, and put the leaf on top
of the disc. Then you hide the
disc in a hole determined by the
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thus turn into action markers;
each player selects one trilith,
takes the cubes and uses them
for actions of the corresponding colors, in the order of Rock
painting, Gathering, Ceremony,
Fishing, Hunting and Migration. Then you receive victory
points and development points
depending on your position on
the fishing track. Autumn - You
can move tribe members on
the area map and implement
the action of the slot that you
reached.
After five such rounds you score
development points, rock paintings, animals, sets of gathering
tiles, megaliths and, when requirements are met, for ceremony cards.
A highly complex and highly
interesting game, offering various strategies; core mechanism
are the resources cubes in their
double function as resource
for action and action markers
according to color; this was already introduced in Ave Roma,
here it is refined and intensified
in a hidden jewel of a game. þ

INFORMATION

position of the nut and close the
hole with the disc, green side
up.
When all nuts are hidden, you
turn over all remaining green
discs to their winter sides. Then,
in turn, you lift a disc and take
the leaf, if one happens to be on
top, and any nuts that might be
in the hoe. The disc is then put
back, still winter side up. If you
uncovered an empty hole, you
put the the disc back with its
green summer side up. When
all the discs in the meadow
show their green side, all players
count the nuts and leaves they
collected and you win with the
highest total.
Purzelbaum, too, is a game that
accesses several abilities - dexterity, spatial thinking, memory
and also tactic in the hiding of
the nuts that did not end up in a
hole. Add the enchanting components and the harmonious
story and you have this attractive, well-working game offering lots of fun to play. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

120+

Designer: Attila Szögyi
Artist: A. Szögyi, G. Pozsgay
Price: ca. 80 Euro
Publisher: A-games 2018
www.a-games.hu

EVALUATION
Resources, Worker placement
Users: For experts
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr hu
In-game text: no
Comments:
Optimized core mechanism
from Ave Roma * Many
different strategies * Use
resources for actions to
create actions later
Compares to:
Ave Roma, Games on Settling,
Resources & Worker placement
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

20+

Designer: H. Fecher, T. Liesching
Artist: Doris Matthäus
Price: ca. 29 Euro
Publisher: Zoch Verlag 2019
www.zoch-verlag.com

EVALUATION
Dexterity, memory
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Amazing components *
Very well suiting background story * Good mix of
mechanisms
Compares to:
Tal der Wikinger, dexterity
games with memory and tactics
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

PYRAMI / RAIATEA t

PYRAMI

PYRAMID BUILDING AS AN EVENT
All players build a pyramid together in a visual and haptic
event. Each player builds one
side und you win, if you are first
to complete your side.
In a quadratic frame you have a
pyramid-shaped foundation as
a base for the pieces. Pieces are
either rectangular, one-sided
rhomboids = pentagons for
edge stones at the sides of the
pyramids, and triangles as top

6

piece for each side. The pyramid
is, so to say, build horizontally,
based on the foundation, that
is, not vertically upwards. The six
rows of a pyramid are defined
by the six number values of a
standard D6 die, the Six denotes
the bottom row, the One designates the top. Building direction
is from bottom to top, from Six
to One, that is.
The active player rolls four dice:

RAIATEA

LEGACY OF THE ARIOI
You are a member of the secret
brotherhood of the Arioi and
build, together with your opponents, colossal To’o statues to
garner favor from the god Oro.
The game comprises six action
rounds and three ceremony
rounds; after first one, then two
and finally three action rounds
comes one ceremony round.
In an action round, location
cards are displayed; the active
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player must take one and can
resolve the action: collect forest cards * acquire tattoos and
ritual cards * dive for pearls *
recruit priests and gain Mana
* exchange masks * sell commodities and hire assistants.
Assistants have permanent and
once-only effects.
In ceremony rounds you enact
rituals and build To’o statues:
There are six ceremonial acts in

the resulting pip values determine, in which of the rows you
can place pieces, of course only
on top of pieces in the bottom
row if you place them in higher
rows. If you cannot make use of
a pip value - you can, if possible,
remove pieces in another player’s pyramid, provided he has
already built up to that row and
the pieces of that row are still accessible and not built over.
Well, you see, Pyrami is more of
a playing event than a game,
visually and haptically amazing, made from Eisbeere for the
pieces and Eisbeere and Maple
for the board.
The racing element via dice provides some challenge - will I roll
enough Sixes to fill the bottom
row and then enough Fives so
that I can cover the Sixes so that
nobody can steal them? Very
nice and well-made family fun
with an especially pleasing aesthetic component. þ

INFORMATION

a given sequence, simultaneously for all players: Dance of
the Priests * Buy Ritual Cards for
your rank and pay with mana *
Incantation of the Gods to prepare rituals - Personal ones with
instant effects for the owner,
Permanent ones, Interactive
ones with negative effects for
other players, and general ones
with general immediate effect
for all * Mana for the Gods and
taking ceremonial gifts - Commodity, Tattoo or two pearls *
Divine Blessings * Building of
To’os, each player can complete
one of the To’o tasks on display,
you discard resources or meet
conditions.
After the third ceremony round,
you score your rank, rituals,
completed To’o tasks and masks.
An interesting mix of mechanism, role selection, resources
management and Mana-dependent rituals which are a central element of the game. The
chance element is moderate, a
strategy is a necessity and the
attractive icons and overall design take some time to get used
to. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

6+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Zoltan Labas
Artist: Ludwig Gerhards
Price: ca. 89 Euro
P.: Gerhards Spiel und Design 2018
www.spielewerkstatt.eu

EVALUATION
Place, race
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Handmade from precious
wood * Few rules * Race
game elements
Compares to:
Placement games with race
elements
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-5

AGE:

12+

TIME:

120+

Designer: Jan Schmidt
Artist: Franz Vohwinkel
Price: ca. 60 Euro
Publisher: Quined Games 2018
www.quined.nl

EVALUATION
Set collecting
Users: For experts
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Attractive design * Lots of
components and symbol
icons * Some learning
games are necessary * (c)
Image Henk Rolleman
Compares to:
Puerto Rico for role selection, set
collecting games
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u RING DER MAGIER / SABOTEUR

RING DER MAGIER

MAGIC MAGNETIC DANCE
The magic ring dashes around
the stone circle, three little magicians and their cats must tame
it with the help of the circle’s
crystal power.
Every player has his ring board
for crystals with eight spots on
the ring and four spots as a bag,
and tries to be first to fill the
ring with crystals in colors of the
spots.
You turn over a task card; it de-

5

termines your action for the
magic ring in two colors - it is
magnetic, the orange side is attracted by the stone crown, the
yellow one is rejected:
Ring turn - You put the ring into
your board corner and snip it so
that it changes direction at least
once, bouncing off box border
or stone crown. Ring jump - You
hold the ring, orange side up,
and move it downwards to-

SABOTEUR

THE LOST MINES

Based on Saboteur the Card
Game, we are dwarfs in two
clans, hunting treasures. A clan
can comprise up to three loyal
dwarfs working for the clan, one
egotistical dwarf who keeps his
treasures, and a saboteur working for the other clan. Roles are
assigned randomly and secretly,
surplus role(s) are set aside unchecked.
Four face-down mine cards are

36

10
randomly placed on their cases
and two starting cases are laid
out; players hold path and action cards. During the game
paths are laid out with cards
- new cards are added to starting card, path cards or mines
with corresponding edges. Action cards are used to overcome
obstacles like dead ends, traps,
blockades, trolls and so on, or
give you information on player
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wards the crown; as soon as you
feel the magnetic effect, you let
go of the ring and it jumps into
the board. Ring dance - The ring
is set next to the crown, orange
side up. Then you bet on the
color on which the ring’s move
will end, and the active player
pushes the ring so that it dances
around the crown.
When the ring has stopped,
you receive crystals or not, according the location of the ring
on color strips or rocky ground.
Surplus crystals are stored in the
bag slot of your ring board and
any two there can be discarded
for another turn, in which you
select your action from two revealed action cards. If you are
first to fill your ring board with
eight crystals of the correct colors, you win.
An enchanting game for children in the now familiar magical universe, also eminently
suitable for a family game; the
magnetic effect needs some
dexterity and can provide some
surprising results. þ

INFORMATION

loyalties or mines.
You must play a path or action
card from your hand or discard
1-2 cards: then you may move
your dwarf up to three cases =
steps = cards; if he starts at the
camp, he can move up to five
steps. If you move onto a mine
card, you turn it over and place
it so that you can enter it. The
card remains open-faced. Then
you take the corresponding
treasure; if it is the dragon mine,
you take the dragon tile for two
penalty points, then the card
is a normal path card. Finally,
you must draw 1-2 cards. When
draw pile and all hand cards
are used or all treasures are collected, treasures are revealed
and scored and distributed according to loyalties. After two
such rounds you win with most
points.
A very well-done transformation from card game to board
game; the bluff element of the
secret or missing roles is thrilling
and challenging. Pure fun, especially for large groups. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

5+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Kirsten Hiese
Artist: Rolf Vogt
Price: ca. 32 Euro
Publisher: Drei Magier 2018
www.schmidtspiele.de

EVALUATION
Magnetic effects, collect
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr it
In-game text: no
Comments:
Beautiful and functional
components * Simple rules
* Some practicing is necessary with the ring
Compares to:
Collecting games using
magnetism
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

3-9

AGE:

10+

TIME:

45+

Designer: Frederic Moyersoen
Artist: Alexander Jung
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Amigo Spiele 2019
www.amigo-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Path placing, collecting
treasures
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en es et fr gr hu it lt
lv nl pl pt ro
In-game text: no
Comments:
Board game version of
Saboteur * Core elements
well transformed * Secret
roles provide bluff and
challenge
Compares to:
Saboteur, path placement games
with obstacles
Other editions:
999 Games (nl), Amigo (en), Brain
Games (et lt lv), G3 (pl), Gigamic (fr),
Giochi Uniti (it), Kaissa (gr), Mercurio
(es pt), Piatnik (hu ro)
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PRESENTATION

SCHLINGO BINGO / SCHUSSELIGE SCHURKEN t

SCHLINGO BINGO

NUMBER ROWS IN A QUEUE
A different kind of Bingo! The
game features 40 number tiles,
1-10 and 20-30 once each, 1119 twice each, and one joker tile.
Each player gets a worksheet;
it shows a Z-shaped queue or
snake of 20 empty cases, 6 horizontal ones top and bottom and
10 vertical ones (sharing 1 on
top and bottom with the horizontal rows of the Z).
In turn, you draw a tile from the

7

bag. All players enter the number or the joker symbol into an
empty case in the queue. Then,
the tile is set aside face-down.
When all 20 cases of the queue
are filled, you score for continuous rows of numbers from left
to right and top to bottom; a
valid number to continue a row
must have the same value or
a higher value than the previous number in the row/queue.

SCHUSSELIGE SCHURKEN

HANDS UP? SAY „FIVE“?
Real rogues hide their loots in
treasure troves - it would be
rather nice if they could remember where the treasures are. 18
doors offer a choice, but all look
the same and the questions is,
where are the treasures and
where the traps?
18 treasure trove cards, numbered 1 to 18, are laid out sin
sequence, topped by treasure cards, door side up, the
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number remains visible. Two
penalty cards are laid out. 15
randomly drawn cards out of
60 are stacked face-down. Two
penalty cards are displayed. The
active player draws a trap and
names either a code word suiting the image or imitates the
depicted secret signal or names
the depicted number. Then he
swaps the trap card with the
door of any treasure trove and

The more numbers are in such
a queue within the queue, the
more points the queue scores.
The joker replaces any number
of your choice, but only in the
case where you entered the
joker symbol when the joker tile
was drawn. A single number do
not score.
In the variant Schlingo-BingoSchlangen-Schluckauf you play
in the same way; there is, however, a reduced score for some
queue lengths, that is, queues of
6, 12 or 17 numbers.
The connection to Bingo probably comes from drawing the
numbers, otherwise Schlingo
Bingo utilizes standard numbers-drawn-and-entered-intocases mechanisms. A certain
amount of tactic is possible 18 is in the bag twice, so it can
come - should I leave room for
it? The version with penalties for
certain queue lengths is cute;
and of course, as in all those
games, if you copy your neighbor you will only achieve a tie!
Nice, entertaining filler game. þ

INFORMATION

takes the door. All memorize the
door number of the trap and
the corresponding code information. When three traps are
placed, players in turn, beginning with door #1, name either
the number of the next door if
they believe it hides a treasure,
or name/use code word, secret
signal or code number. If you
are the left neighbor of the player who handled door #18, you
must say Schusselige Schurken
and hide a trap! If you believe
a mistake was made, you make
the correct announcement and
the door is controlled. In case
of a mistake or a wrong protest,
penalty cards are awarded, if
necessary taken from another
player. If you protested correctly, you hide a trap; hiding traps
is how you get treasures. When
all traps are used, you win with
most diamonds minus skulls on
your cards.
Witty, cute and definitely not
easy, this chain-memory - is the
13 on top of the 7 or need I hit
the table with my fist or say 7 after all? Help! þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

PLAYERS:

1-200

AGE:

7+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Yoshihisa Itsubaki
Artist: Fiore GmbH
Price: ca. 18 Euro
Publisher: Huch! 2019
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Number placement
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en cn es fr jp kr
In-game text: no
Comments:
Nice combination of standard mechanisms * Some
tactic is possible * Good
filler game
Compares to:
Bingo, games with requirements for number placing
Other editions:
Blue Orange (en), Broadway Toys (cn),
Mercurio (es), Moonster (en fr kr),
Sugorokuya (jp)

PLAYERS:

3-8

AGE:

8+

TIME:

15+

Designer: Luca Bellini
Artist: M. Suska, V. Maas
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: moses. Verlag 2018
www.moses-verlag.de

EVALUATION
Cards, memory
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Cute topic * Rather difficult
to play * Treasures only
available from hiding traps
Compares to:
“I put into my suitcase ...”,
memo games with multiple
memorizing
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u SHERLOCK / SHERLOCK EXPRESS

SHERLOCK

DER FLUCH DES QHAQYA
Solve criminal cases with the
help of a micro game. 32 cards
represent a case; the starting
card is displayed; the rest of the
cards is shuffled and you get
three cards in case of up to five
players, and two cards in case of
six or more players. The remaining cards are draw pile.
Then in turn you either play a
card - all see all information or discard a card face-down.

You can read out at any time
the marked info parts on cards
in hand, discuss the case, construct theories, etc., but you
cannot show cards in hand
and cannot discuss information
on discarded cards during the
game.
When all cards have been
played, you can discuss, now
also additional, unmarked information on discarded cards

SHERLOCK EXPRESS

NO MONOCLE, NOT IN THE GARDEN
Sherlock is hunting the culprit
and accomplice of Moriarty, but
when all suspects have got an
alibi, then Moriarty himself was
the perpetrator. 36 cards Alibi
are dealt evenly to all players
and stacked, unchecked and
face-down. All cards Suspects
are stacked face-down in the
middle, and six of them are displayed openly as the current
suspects.
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In turn, you reveal your top
Alibi card, showing an animal,
a location or an accessory, and
name the item, for instance
moustache or garden. Each suspect, that is depicted with on of
those traits, has an alibi and is
innocent, but stays in place. If an
alibi with a trait that was already
shown is revealed, nothing happens, the alibi is confirmed and
the next card is revealed. Who-
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- and when you are ready, you
answer the questions on the
case sheet. Then you check the
answers in the sealed part of
the sheet, score two points for
each correct answer and deduct
one point for irrelevant cards
that you played to the tale. The
discard pile must contain minimum six cards!
That’s it. Those are all the rules.
At the start, you face that small
stack of cards rather baffled, as
you don’t have any idea what
is important and what is not.
You can, however, with a strictly
adhered to routine, get some
structure into your information - for instance, announce
the marked information and
instantly discard the card. You
need concentration and memory; it is best if every player tries
to remember the unmarked information on the cards that he
discard and relay it to all other
players in the final discussion
phase. Neat and concise, a wellworking and interesting challenge for deduction and communication. þ

INFORMATION

ever is first to touch the correct,
only possible remaining suspect, wins the round, When all
suspects on display are cleared
by alibis, you win, if you are first
to touch the face-down Suspects stack, thereby identifying
Moriarty as the culprit. In both
cases, you take the respective
card.
For a new round, the culprit is
replaced by a new card from the
stack, and all players re-shuffle
their alibi stack. Whoever is first
to win five cards, wins the game.
In the variant False Alibis, a repeated alibi is considered to be
invalid, you must quickly touch
two suspects with that trait or
Moriarty to win the cards.
A nice, quick reaction game,
that remains challenging due
to the re-shuffling of the alibis,
even if only one suspect was replaced and you remember a few
configurations. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

PLAYERS:

1-8

AGE:

12+

TIME:

60+

Designer: J. I. Sanchez, M. L. Feliu
Artist: Alba Aragón
Price: ca. 7 Euro
Publisher: Abacusspiele 2019
www.abacusspiele.de

EVALUATION
Detection, cooperation
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es fr gr it ru
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Part of the Q system series
of currently three games
* Needs clever handling
of information * Highly
demanding on memory
and cooperation * Only
playable once per group
Compares to:
Cooperative detection games with
partially hidden info
Other editions:
Drawlab Entertainment (gr), Enigma
Studio (en), GDM Games (es), Geek
Attitude (fr), Lifestyle Boardgames
(ru), MS Editione (it),

PLAYERS:

2-6

AGE:

7+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Henri Kermarrec
Artist: B. Ammar, S. Kondirolli
Price: ca. 18 Euro
Publisher: Huch! 2019
www.hutter-trade.com

EVALUATION
Spot, react, trait exclusion
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en fr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard topic * Nice
illustrations * Familiar
mechanism, nicely varied
Compares to:
All traits-exclusion games
Other editions:
Blue Orange (de en fr nl), Blue Orange
Games (en)
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PRESENTATION

SILVER & GOLD / SPRING MEADOW t

SILVER & GOLD

THREE IN A HORIZONTAL ROW FIT!
Fill areas, mark symbols and collect treasures. Treasure cards in
four colors show areas of varying shapes comprising empty
cases and symbol cases - cross,
coin or palm tree - as well as
icons for victory points and bonus seals.
You select two out of four cards,
four more are displayed. In a
turn, an expedition card gives
the shape that you must cross

8

out on one of your cards - you
can rotate or mirror it. If the form
does not fit into any of the cards,
you cross out any single case.
If you cover a symbol when entering a shape, you mark any
other case for a covered cross,
cross out a coin on your scoring card for a covered coin and
score one point for a covered
palm tree plus one point for
each palm tree visible in the row

SPRING MEADOW

HIKING AMONG ROCKS AND BURROWS
Hiking along spring meadows
among rocks and marmot burrows with the aim to acquire
one of the coveted Edelweiss
Hiking Pins. A Hiking Map is laid
out showing the side suitable
to the number of players and is
filled with 25 randomly selected
meadow tiles out of 100 such
tiles in various sizes. The Signpost is placed next to marking
and indicates a line on the map.

www.gamesjournal.at

You select a tile on this line and
use it to cover an area on your
board; you try to leave burrows
on the board visible in the holes
of the tiles, this turns them into
a cleared burrows. If you must,
however, cover a burrow with
a tile, you must fill a previously
cleared burrow with a marmot
token. If you have no cleared
burrow available, you cannot
cover the burrow. Adjacent

on display.
If you have completed a row
of coins or a treasure card, you
interrupt play and all in turn
resolve complete rows of coins
and completed cards: For a
complete row of coins you cross
out the cup of highest value on
the round cards and enter its
vale next to your row of coins.
A completed treasure card is set
aside and replaced with a new
one from the open display or
the face-down stack.
After seven expedition cards the
round ends and all eight expedition cards are shuffled for the
next round. After four rounds
you win with most points from
coin cases, cups, values of palm
tree cases and completed treasure cards as well as seal bonuses for card colors.
A very good example for the
currently hot roll / flip & write
mechanism, not too chancedriven despite an element of
chance and offering enough
tough decision for a challenging
and thrilling game for all kinds
of players. þ

INFORMATION

holes in meadows form groups
and give you rock parts that you
can use to fill gaps in your board.
When, at the start of a turn, the
signpost indicates a line with
only one or no tile, you score
your board, starting at the bottom, and count all complete
lines and the first incomplete
line. Each complete line gives
you ten points, and each tile in
the first incomplete line gives
you one point. Cleared burrows
give you one point each, too. If
you have most points, you receive a Hiking Pin and fill all your
cleared burrows with marmots.
If you take the second Pin, you
win.
For me, Spring Meadow is the
highlight of the trilogy, offering rather simple rules for lots
of in-game depth. There is an
interesting variant, in which 20
additional tiles are lined up for
use in refilling the Hiking Map
after a scoring. Spring Meadow
is a visual and challenging tactical and strategic delight. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

PLAYERS:

AGE:

2-4

8+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Phil Walker-Harding
Artist: Oliver Freudenreich
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Publisher: nsv 2019
www.nsv.de

EVALUATION
Area filling
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
Washable cards * Very
nicely varied standard
mechanism * Simple rules *
Only indirect interaction
Compares to:
Ubongo and other area
filling games
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

10+

TIME:

60+

Designer: Uwe Rosenberg
Artist: A. Boekhoff, M. Kleinke
Price: ca. 36 Euro
P.: Edition Spielwiese / Pegasus 2018
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Place shapes, fill area
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it kr nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Part Three of the trilogy *
Quite a lot of tactics and
strategy * Good solitaire
version * (c) Image Androtopia (BGG)
Compares to:
Cottage Garden, Indian Summer
Other editions:
Act in Games (fr), Cranio Creations
(it), Happy Baobab (kr), Stronghold
Games (en), SD/Gen-X Games (es),
White Goblin Games (nl)
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PRESENTATION

u STORY OF KIZUNA / TAGS

STORY OF KIZUNA

AND LUCIOLA CRUCIATA
Young people, members of the
Luciola Cruciata organization,
fight with youth and spirituality against insane deities, called
OR or Old Rebellion. Characters
have special abilities, and you
select from several characters
and play scenarios in three different levels of difficulty. Characters with the scenario trait
enjoy bonuses and advantages.
During the game, players take

turns in any order; in a turn you
can do action until your action
points allowance is used up;
then the turn passes to the next
player.
. A round comprises: 1. Event
of the round. 2. Player turn. 3.
Wake-up phase. 4. OR turn with
movement and maybe breaking Kizuna. 5. Cut-in turn event
and 6. End of round. Player turns
comprise actions for action

TAGS

TIGER FITS STRIPED OR DANGEROUS
Find words for letters and categories; this time, tags for categories and letters are placed
into the game unit in a row and
a column to form the headers
for a 5x5 grid which is filled with
marbles in three colors.
The active player in his turn has
15 seconds to find valid words
for the intersection points of letter and category and, for each
valid word, takes the respective

40

marble and the topic tag, if he
managed to empty the category columns, having found five
words with corresponding first
letters for the same category.
The other players watch the timer - the active player does not
need to pay attention to it - and
protest in case of invalid words.
Words are invalid, when they are
too general, for instant Sand for
Africa, or only a translation like
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points, options are: 1. Place Kizuna chips, 1 AP - they improve
character traits, can trigger the
“awake” condition or connect
abilities of two characters. 2. Attack on OR with dice, 1 AP - Dice
results improve an attack, an “X”
for a result terminates the attack
without damage or success. 3.
Use „awake“ Kizuna ability, 2
AP. 4. Pass. In the “awake” phase
characters with met requirements wake up, attack strength,
action points and Kizuna power
increase, passive Kizuna abilities are used. IN Phase 4 and 5,
movement of the ORs triggers
events, Kizuna connections
are broken and Kizuna chips
at the OR target are removed.
When rounds are used up and
the scenario goal has not been
achieved, the game is lost.
A complex game, as we know
them from Japanese publishers,
the rules are tight and concise
and the emotional interrelations
among characters are a very unusual and interesting detail. þ

INFORMATION

Aqua for water or if the starting
letter is a mis-spelling.
A round ends, when either all
marbles have been taken or
nobody finds a valid word anymore. All now score for their
marbles and tags - 1, 2 or 3
points for a white, blue or black
marble and 1 point per colored
star on the tags. When all players have been starting player
once, you win with most points.
For mixed groups of children
and adults or in case of players
with varying commands of the
language you can adapt the
game by changing of the scoring and by allowing more time
for some players, or be more
lenient, by accepting Sand for
Africa, for instance.
A very enjoyable and agreeable
new edition, with functional
and attractive components and
well-chosen categories from
Crime to sports, brand names,
language or food & drinks. One
of my favorite games, then and
still today, þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

PLAYERS:

AGE:

3-6

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Takehiro Shimazu
Artist: T. Konishi, S. Ogata
Price: ca. 30 Euro
Publisher: Talosil Games 2018
www.japonbrand.com

EVALUATION
Cooperation
Users: With friends
Version: multi
Rules: en jp
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Game was adapted for
a theatre performance *
Emotional relations among
characters * Concise rules
* (c) Image Eye of Night
(BGG)
Compares to:
Cooperative games with character
relations
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-12

AGE:

10+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Spartaco Albertarelli
Artist: A. Brüning, M. Fahrenbach
Price: ca. 35 Euro
P.: HeidelBÄR Games 2018
www.heidelbaer.de

EVALUATION
Word finding
Users: For experts
Version: de
Rules: de en pl
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Includes Team version *
Suggestions for mixed
groups * Difficulty variable
* Good category selection *
First published as Category,
EG-Spiele
Compares to:
Category
Other editions:
HeidelBÄR (en), Rebel (pl)
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PRESENTATION

TAL DER WIKINGER / TIMMY MACHT URLAUB t

TAL DER WIKINGER

BARREL BOWLING FOR COINS
Barrel bowling in the Viking village! If you topple barrels, you
move forward on the dock and
if do not end up in the water,
you can earn gold coins.
The Viking village board is laid
out and the Viking flags are randomly and openly placed along
the dock. There are always all
ships and all Viking counters in
play, even if there are fewer than
four players. Each player takes

6

a ship, surplus ships sit next to
the board, and all Viking counters are placed in front of the
first dock case. One gold coin is
placed into each of the ships.
From a corner of the Viking village you use the Ball Bat to push
the ball towards the barrels in
the middle of the village. If no
barrel topples, you repeat the
pushing until at least one barrel topples as the result of the

TIMMY MACHT URLAUB

16 ITEMS TO PACK

In the first game in the Timmy
... series, Timmy cleaned up his
room; in this second game in
the series, Timmy is about to go
on holiday. But he has idled and
played with his toys instead of
packing his suitcase, and now
players need to help him so that
Mum and Dad do not notice this
and get Timmy ready for departure on time.
Timmy stands in the box bot-
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4
tom; 16 items with a holiday
theme - four items in each of
four colors - are laid out around
the box. The active player rolls
the die, selects an item in the
resulting color and fastens it to
Timmy. If the die result is Black
or there is no item of the color
result left in stock, the active
player selects any item to put
on Timmy. If, during the fastening, an item falls off Timmy or

roll. Then, for each barrel you
toppled, you advance the Viking counter of the same color
one step along the dock. If you
toppled several barrels, you
can decide the order in which
you move the counter. If a Viking counter has to move into
the water, Viking counters still
on the dock yield rewards of
coins from stock or taken from
other players, even Vikings not
controlled by a player. When
all coins have been used from
stock, you can do any applicable
stealing from other players and
then you win with most coins.
A new hit by Haba - a game just
as you want a game for children
to be. Simple in its basic rules,
and yet drawing on several
abilities and knowledge - for instance, hand-eye coordination
or tactics in moving the Viking
counters - and featuring attractive, functional components.
And it is fun to play, too! þ

INFORMATION

touches the table, the game is
lost for all players. If, however,
players manage to place all
items on Timmy, all players win
together and Timmy can depart
for his holiday.
Timmy macht Urlaub uses a familiar and favored topic; suiting
the target group age, the game
has no random generator that
causes items to fall off; therefore, there is no individual loser
in this game or an individual
winner who was last one in play.
In this version, dexterity and
hand-eye-coordination abilities
of players are the only deciding
elements, and of course, cooperation - each player tries to fasten an item well to ensure that
it stays on, and to place it in a
way that offers options for other
items to be added. The items
are well selected and have sufficient angles or holes to provide
means to fasten them on Timmy
or other items. All in all, a very
nice version of the cooperative
stacking mechanism. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

6+

TIME:

20+

Designer: Wilfried & Marie Fort
Artist: Maximilian Meinzold
Price: ca. 20 Euro
Publisher: Haba 2019
www.haba.de

EVALUATION
Dexterity, place, collect
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no
Comments:
Attractive components *
Accesses varying abilities *
Simple core rules
Compares to:
Purzelbaum, dexterity
games with tactical possibilities
Other editions:
Currently none

PLAYERS:

2-5

AGE:

4+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Reiner Knizia
Artist: Anne Pätzke, Mühlenkind
Price: ca. 10 Euro
Publisher: Pegasus Spiele 2019
www.pegasus.de

EVALUATION
Cooperation, dexterity
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en
In-game text: no
Comments:
Standard mechanism *
Good item selection *
Trains hand-eye coordination * Theme series Timmy
Compares to:
Stacking games without
movement
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

u TUDOR / UBONGO 3-D FAMILY

TUDOR

POWER AND INTRIGUES
As an ambitious upstart at the
court of King Henry VIII., you engage in intrigues for the power
behind the throne, try to place
family members in influential
positions and to win prestige in
this way.
Each player begins the game
with two prestige rings - each
one goes on one finger of the
screen hand; only when owning
six or more rings you may put

more than one ring on a finger
- and the corresponding faction cards. Pawns in the Throne
Room are family members,
pawns in audience halls and
waiting queues are courtiers.
You have courtiers and a lord in
audience halls; courtiers, however, do not function without
a Lord in the same hall, regardless which one it is. Courtiers in
queues are moved into audi-

UBONGO 3-D FAMILY

PUZZLING FUN ON TWO LEVELS
Ubongo 3D Family expands the
placement / area filling game by
one dimension. Each player has
a set of eight building blocks in
four colors. The game offers for
color-coded levels of difficulty;
level I uses three blocks, level
II to IV use four blocks each for
every puzzle. You select your
personal level of difficulty or all
agree on a level for all players;
then you draw a correspond-
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ing placement card and a dice
roll determines the number of
the puzzle on the card. All players take the blocks depicted on
the card for this puzzle and fill
the area on his card as quickly
as he can in a way that forms a
two-level closed construct in
the shape of the given area; no
case can b empty and nothing
can exceed the area and there
can be no gaps in the construct.
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ence halls and eventually shunt
out other courtiers. Each of
your courtiers in an audience
hall gives you one action of the
room, your own Lord gives you
both actions. Actions relate to
cards and to movement of family members in the hierarchies;
for each step you need either
card or ring of the respective
color; each step you enter gives
you tokens, each achieved rank
a ring for a privilege; positions
of the rings on the fingers of the
screen hand strengthen actions.
Which actions you use when
depends on varying game goals
and starting conditions for each
individual game.
Well, the title could well be Stuarts or Bourbons or Hapsburgs,
the topic definite is a side issue
here. Central element of the
game is a solid worker placement mechanism, spiced up
by the functions of the rings in
relation to their colors and positions on a hand; so, consider
well before you place a ring on
your hand. þ

INFORMATION

If you are first to complete the
puzzle and call Ubongo, you receive a sapphire gem and a gem
from the bag; the second player
takes an amber gem and a gem
from the bag. If other players are
done within the runtime of the
timer, they take a gem from the
bag. If nobody completes the
puzzle within the runtime, you
timer is turned over for the Second-Chance-Round; if you finish
in this round, you only get gems
from the bag. After nine rounds
you add up the value of your
gems and win with the highest
total. In the solitaire version you
complete as many puzzles as
you can in a give time frame.
After ten years, this re-issue of
the game is as attractive as it
was then, maybe it is a tad more
challenging than the core game
of Ubongo, but the variable levels of difficulty allow all players
to participate in this highly recommended puzzle about spatial thinking and area filling. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

12+

TIME:

80+

Designer: Jan Kirschner
Artist: D. Lohausen, R. Libor
Price: ca. 50 Euro
Publisher: Corax Games 2018
www.corax-games.com

EVALUATION
Worker placement
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: de en es jp
In-game text: no
Comments:
Topic rather in the background * Placement in
audience halls is the central
element * Rings often more
practical on player hands
than on screen hands
Compares to:
Worker placement games in general
Other editions:
Academy Games (en), GDM Games
(es), Ten Days Games (jp)

PLAYERS:

1-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

25+

Designer: Grzegorz Rejchtman
Artist: Bernd Wagenfeld and Team
Price: ca. 35 Euro
Publisher: Kosmos Verlag 2019
www.kosmos.de

EVALUATION
Area filling
Users: For families
Version: de
Rules: de
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition, first edition
2009 * Four levels of
difficulty * Includes a solo
version
Compares to:
All editions of Ubongo
Other editions:
Currently none
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PRESENTATION

WERWÖRTER / ZWOGGEL t

WERWÖRTER

SECRET WORD, SECRET ROLES
Werewolves meet Codenames
would be a rather apt description of this new version of the
Werewolf topic. The Mayor of
Ravensborough has found a
magic word that will get rid of
the werewolves, but because
of that magic he cannot speak
and uses tokens for clues. As required there are always Mayor,
Seer and one Werewolf in play,
as well as village residents and

maybe a second Werewolf depending on player numbers.
The roles are secretly assigned;
the Mayor announces himself
and takes the surplus secret role
on the table.
During the Night phase, first of
all the Mayor determines the
word; then the werewolves
open their eyes to get to know
each other and to learn the
word, and then the seer to learn.

ZWOGGEL

THREE IDENTICAL ZWOGGELS - YOU LOST!
The game features 64 tiles,
showing red and green creatures, called Zwoggels. Aim of
the game is to never uncover
three Zwoggels of the same
color in a turn. All tiles are shuffled face-down; four of them
are randomly and face-down
drawn and laid out face-down
in a square; the rest of the tiles
is stacked face down, in several
stacks for general stock.
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Each player in turn has always
the same identical turn - he
turns over two face-down tiles
in the display - the remain faceup for the rest of the game - and
then draws three tiles from any
stacks, looks at them and places
them into the display, horizontally, vertically or diagonally, adjacent to tiles already on display
- regardless if they are face-up
or face-down. You can try to set

Then follows the Day phase, in
which all players give guesses
at the word and receive tokens
from the Mayor for Yes/No, Correct, Near Miss or Wrong Track.
The Day phase ends when either all Yes/No markers have
been given out or when the
word was guessed. Now a final
voting phase follows: If the word
was not guessed, the villagers
can win all the same, if they vote
- after discussion - successfully
by pointing at and thus identifying the Werewolf; if not, the
Werewolf wins. When the word
was guessed, the Werewolf can
win if he successfully names
the Seer. The game is best
played with a free App, but can
be played without; the magic
word is not selected from a list
provided by the app according
to the chosen level of difficulty,
but by tipping blindly on the
word cloud on the game master
sheet.
Werwörter is a really good mix,
the App is helpful, but not mandatory and the website provides
rules for a game for two players.
Well-made fun! þ

INFORMATION

up traps for other players - provided that you memorize the
tiles you place very, very well, as
not to fall into those traps yourself, because - if you reveal three
Zwoggels of the same color in
your turn, you must take the
last tile that you revealed, the
two previous one remain in the
display.
If you have to take your third
Zwoggel, regardless of its color,
you have lost the game in a
game of two players. In a game
of three or four players, you are
out of the game, if you take your
third Zwoggel, and the winner
will be the player who is the last
one in play. When all tiles have
been used before someone has
won the game, each player in
his turn only reveals one tile until there is a winner.
Simple rules, simple mechanism - setting traps can work,
but not necessarily so; revealing
and drawing are mostly chancedriven. All the same, a nice filler
or simple family game. þ

INFORMATION

Color codes, target groups, features, icons and GABIS are
explained on page 5 and at the bottom of pages 44 and 45

PLAYERS:

3-10

AGE:

10+

TIME:

10+

Designer: Ted Alspach
Artist: Ronald MacDonald
Price: ca. 12 Euro
Publisher: Ravensburger 2019
www.ravensburger.de

EVALUATION
Secret word, secret roles
Users: With friends
Version: de
Rules: cn de en kr
In-game text: yes
Comments:
Challenging and well-made
crossover * App offers
various levels of difficulty *
Good for bigger groups
Compares to:
Werwölfe, Codenames
Other editions:
Bézier Games (en), GoKids (cn),
Popcorn Games (kr)

PLAYERS:

2-4

AGE:

8+

TIME:

30+

Designer: Inon Kohn
Artist: Steffen Mühlhäuser and Team
Price: ca. 13 Euro
Publisher: Steffen Spiele 2018
www.steffen-spiele.de

EVALUATION
Tile placement, memo
Users: For families
Version: multi
Rules: de en he
In-game text: no
Comments:
New edition of Yengo *
Simple mechanism * Very
chance-dependent * Nice
for a filler game
Compares to:
Memo / Revealing games
with a limit
Other editions:
Foxmind (en he)
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PRESENTATION
GALLERY

u A QUICK GLIMPSE ON GAMES

ACTIVITY CLUB EDITION TRAVEL
Publisher: Piatnik 2019
Designers: Paul Catty, Ernst Führer

BELLZ

18

Publisher: Spin Master 2019
Designer: Don Reid

BLACK STORIES JUNIOR RAINBOW STORIES

6

Publisher: moses. Verlag
Designer: Corinna Harder

8

A special edition of Activity, for adults only. Topics are Love,
Togetherness, erotic and sex - 110 cards provide 6 terms each to
be drawn, explained or presented in a pantomime; the mode of
presentation is determined by dice roll. On each card one term
is printed in red; if this is chosen, not only the active team can
guess, but all players. When the term is guessed correctly, the
successful team takes the card. After eight rounds, the team with
most cards wins.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

40 Bellz -little bells in four colors, 20 small, 12 medium and 8 big
ones - are shuffled on the playing surface, which is the spreadout inside of the cloth package. The active player takes the magnetic wand, decides on the big end with the strong magnet or
the thin end with the weak magnet and collects Bellz in his color
with it. He cannot switch the ends and his turn ends if he picks
up more than one color of if a Bellz falls off the wand. In this case
he puts back all Bellz collected so far. If you are happy with the
number of Bellz you collected you take them off the wand and
set them aside. Whoever collects his 10 Bellz first, wins the game.
Version: de * Rules: de en es fr it nl ru * In-game text: no

Another junior edition of Black Stories, full of magic and fabulously intricate puzzles. The Master Magician reads out the
puzzle and answers questions; the copious text with the solution
helps him with answers, but sometimes he must improvise if the
text does not provide an answer. Players are Magician’s apprentices and can confer. If you want a more difficult game, you can
only ask questions resulting in a yes/no-answer and you may ask
until you get No.
Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Creative communications game for 3-16 players, ages 18+

Magnetic collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

Guessing and communication game for 2 or more players, ages 8+

DOMINO IM EINSATZ
Publisher: Haba 2018
Designer: Kristin Dittmann

EXIT - DAS SPIEL DIE KÄNGURU-ESKAPADEN

3

Publisher: Kosmos
Designers: Marc-Uwe Kling, Inka & Markus Brand

ICECOOL 2

Publisher: Amigo Spiele
Designer: Brian Gomez

6

28 two-part domino tiles show emergency service vehicles and
personnel. One tile is placed for a starting tile. The active player
turns up a tile and adds it to the display, if one of the images on
it corresponds to an image on the starting tile or at the ends of
the row. If it cannot be added, you set it down into your stock. If
you can add the tile to the display and it shows blue lights, you
get the corresponding blue light tokens. Later in the game, you
first check tiles in front of you before drawing one. If nobody can
place a tile anymore, you win with most blue lights.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it nl * In-game text: no

Live Escape Games – A group finds itself in a room or situation
it must escape within 60 minutes, by searching for clues or
solving puzzles. The topic determines the tasks, e.g. finding a
missing person, traps or support items, tools or codes. You have
a decoder disc, a book and an image of the location, items there
carry symbols. During the game you might have to fold, paint
or destroy components, so each copy can only be played once.
In Die Känguru Eskapaden, a cabaret artist and a very famous
kangaroo are waiting in a Berlin corner pub with an entry exam
of crazy puzzles. But why is the kangaroo laughing diabolically?
Level Fortgeschrittene Version: de * Rules: de * In-game text: yes

Five Rooms are set out, doors carry fishes and you take penguin
and ID card of a color. In each round, one player is Catcher, the
others are Runners. In turn, all runners and then the catcher snip
their penguin. When a runner passes through a door with his
fish, you take the fish and a fish card. When catcher and runner
touch, the catcher receives the runner’s ID. Fish cards provide
points and special actions. When a runner has all fishes, or the
catcher has all IDs, you score one card per ID. When each player
was catcher once, you win with most points on cards won. Can
be played in combination with Icecool in ten rooms by eight
players. Version: de * Rules: de en es et lt lv ru * In-game text: no

Domino version for 2-6 players, ages 3-8

Live Escape Game for 1-4 players, ages 10+

Snipping and collecting game for 2-4 players, ages 6+

KING OF TOKYO MONSTER PACK 03 ANUBIS
Publisher: Iello
Designer: Richard Garfield

8

OHNE MOOS NIX LOS!
Publisher: Hasbro 2018
Designer: Paul J. Gruen

Qwixx Connected

8

Publisher: nsv
Designer: Steffen Benndorf

8

Monster expansion #3 for King of Tokyo and King of New York;
the Die of Fate can be used also when playing without Anubis
or evolutions; it must always be resolved first; evolution or
retaining cards do not influence the Die of Fate. It either renews
a curse, or is without effect, or the Snake symbol enhances the
calamity or the Ankh symbol mitigates it. There are 24 curse
cards and eight evolution cards each for Tokyo and New York,
you need the respective Power Up! expansion for playing. The
Golden Scarab influences some of the curse cards, at the start of
the game it is given to the player who is last in turn.
Version: de * Rules: de en es jp * In-game text: yes

Every day in a month comes with costs or income, a lottery win
or a bill for insurance. You roll dice, move your pawn and resolve
the case you reached. You can also pay €100, roll two dice and
then either move your pawn or resolve the action of the OhneMoos-nix-los die first - Buyer, Occasion, move three steps, roll
again. You can take out loans and must pay 10% interest on
payday. After the previously agreed number of months you add
up your assets - cash, savings and interest - and deduct unpaid
bills, loans and interest for loans; you win if you are the richest
player or the least indebted one.
Version: de * Rules: de en * In-game text: ja

In four color rows you cross out dice results from left to right,
gaps are possible and remain!
Connected introduces two new versions, rules of Qwixx apply,
and you use an individual scoring sheet, A to E. b:
The Stairs - Color rows are scored as usual, there are also 11 stair
slots for points as an individual color row,. Stair slots score for the
color row and all crossed-out stair slots.
The Chain - If a player crosses out a chain slot in a circle, he must
automatically cross the second slot linked to it; even, if a row was
previously closed. The scoring of the color rows is unchanged.
Version: multi * Rules: de en es fr it * In-game text: no

Supplement for King of Tokyo / New York for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Roll & move game about money for 2-6 players, ages 8+

Two versions for Qwixx, for 2-5 players, ages 8+
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Color codes for target groups (Headline Color)
For children + learn
With friends
For families
For experts

Color codes for features (Bar in Evalution box)
Chance
Strategy
Knowledge
Tactic
Creativity
Memory

Communication
Interaction

Dexterity
Action

REVIEW

NEWS / LEGAL DISCLOSURE t

Tal der Wickinger
From a corner of the Viking village you use the Ball Bat
to push the ball towards the barrels in the middle of the
village, as often as necessary to topple at least one barrel
in a roll. Then, for each barrel you toppled, you advance
the Viking chip of the same color one step along the dock.
If you toppled several barrels, you can decide the order in
which you move the chips. If a Viking chip has to move into
the water, Viking chips on the dock yield rewards of coins
from stock or taken from other players, even Vikings not
controlled by a player. When all coins have been used from
stock, you can do any applicable stealing and then you win
with most coins.

Dexterity game for 2-4 players, ages 6+
Users: For children
Version: multi
Rules: de en es fr it nl
In-game text: no

Publisher: Haba 2019
Designer: Wilfried & Marie Fort
Art: Maximilian Meinzold
Web: www.haba.de
Stock #: 304697
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